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Abstract
Aggregated data commonly appear in areas such as epidemiology, demography,
and public health. Generally, the aggregation process is done to protect the privacy
of patients, to facilitate compact presentation, or to make it comparable with
other coarser datasets. However, this process may hinder the visualization of the
underlying distribution that follows the data. Also, it prohibit the direct analysis
of relationships between aggregated data and potential risk factors, which are
commonly measured at a finer resolution. Therefore, it is of interest to develop
statistical methodologies that deal with the disaggregation of coarse health data
at a finer scale. For example, in the spatial setting, it could be desirable to obtain
estimates, from coarse areal data, at a fine spatial grid or units less coarser than
the original ones. These two cases are known as the area-to-point (ATP) and
area-to-area (ATA) cases, respectively, which are illustrated in the first chapter
of this thesis. Moreover, we can have spatial data recorded at coarse units over
time. In some cases, the temporal dimension can also be in an aggregated form,
hindering the visualization of the evolution of the underlying process over time.
In this thesis we propose the use of a novel non-parametric method that we
called composite link mixed model or, more succinctly, CLMM. In our proposed
model, we look at the observed data as indirect observations of an underlying
process (defined at a finer resolution than observed data), which we want to esti-
mate. The mixed model formulation of our proposal allow us to include fine-scale
population information and complex structures as random effects as parts of the
modelling of the underlying trend. Since the CLMM is based on the approach
given by Eilers (2007), called penalized composite link model (PCLM), we briefly
review the PCLM approach in the first section of the second chapter of this thesis.
Then, in the second section of this chapter, we introduce the CLMM approach
under an univariate setting, which can be seen as a reformulation of the PCLM
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into a mixed model framework. This is achieved by following the mixed model
reformulation of P-splines proposed in Currie and Durba´n (2002) and Currie et al.
(2006), which is also reviewed here. Then, the parameter estimation of the CLMM
can be done under the framework of mixed model theory. This offers another al-
ternative for the estimation of the PCLM, avoiding the use of information criteria
for smoothing parameter selection. In the third section of the second chapter,
we extend the CLMM approach to the multidimensional (array) case, where Kro-
necker products are involved in the extended model formulation. Illustrations for
the univariate and the multidimensional array settings are presented throughout
the second chapter, using mortality and fertility datasets.
In the third chapter, we present a new methodology for the analysis of spatially
aggregated data, by extending the CLMM approach developed in the second chap-
ter to the spatial case. The spatial CLMM provides smoothed solutions for the
ATP and ATA cases described in the first chapter, i.e., it gives a smoothed estima-
tion for the underlying spatial trend, from aggregated data, at a finer resolution.
The ATP and ATA cases are illustrated using several mortality (or morbidity)
datasets, and simulation studies of the prediction performance between our ap-
proach and the area-to-point Poisson kriging of Goovaerts (2006) are realized.
Also, in the third chapter we provide a methodology to deal with the overdisper-
sion problem, which is based on the PRIDE (‘penalized regression with individual
deviance effects’) approach of Perperoglou and Eilers (2010).
In the fourth chapter, we generalize the methodology developed in the third
chapter for the analysis of spatio-temporally aggregated data. Under this frame-
work, we adapt the SAP (‘separation of anisotropic penalties’) algorithm of Rodr´ı-
guez-A´lvarez et al. (2015) and the GLAM (‘generalized linear array model’) al-
gorithms given in Currie et al. (2006) and Eilers et al. (2006), to the CLMM
context. The use of these efficient algorithms allow us to avoid possible storage
problems and to speed up the computational time of the model estimation. We
illustrate the methodology presented in this chapter by using a Q fever incidence
dataset recorded in the Netherlands at municipality level and by months. Our
aim, then, is to estimate smoothed incidences at a fine spatial grid over the study
area throughout the 53 weeks of 2009. A simulation study is provided at the end
of chapter four, in order to evaluate the prediction performance of our approach
under three different coarse situations, using a detailed (and confidential) Q fever
iv
incidence dataset.
Finally, the fifth chapter summarizes the main contributions made in this thesis
and further work.
v
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Resumen
Datos agregados aparecen comu´nmente en a´reas como la epidemiolog´ıa, demograf´ıa,
y salud pu´blica. Generalmente, el proceso de agregacio´n es efectuado para prote-
ger la privacidad de los pacientes, para facilitar una presentacio´n compacta, o para
hacerlos comparables con otros conjuntos de datos ma´s gruesos. Sin embargo, este
proceso puede dificultar la visualizacio´n de la distribucio´n subyacente que siguen
los datos. Adema´s, prohibe el ana´lisis directo de relaciones entre los datos agre-
gados y factores de riesgos potenciales, los cuales son medidos usualmente en una
resolucio´n ma´s fina. En consecuencia, es de intere´s el desarrollar metodolog´ıas
estad´ısticas que traten la desagregacio´n de datos de salud gruesos a una escala
ma´s fina. Por ejemplo, en el caso espacial, podr´ıa ser deseable obtener estima-
ciones, a partir de datos disponibles en unidades geogra´ficas gruesas, en una malla
espacial fina o en unidades menos gruesas que las originales. Estos dos casos se
conocen como los casos a´rea-a-punto (ATP, ‘area-to-point’) y a´rea-a-a´rea (ATA,
‘area-to-area’), respectivamente, los cuales son ilustrados en el primer cap´ıtulo de
esta tesis. Mas au´n, podemos tener datos espaciales registrados en unidades ge-
ogra´ficas gruesas a lo largo del tiempo. En algunos casos, la dimensio´n temporal
tambie´n puede estar en una forma agregada, dificultando la visualizacio´n de la
evolucio´n del proceso subyecente a lo largo del tiempo.
En esta tesis proponemos el uso de un novedoso me´todo no-parame´trico que
llamamos modelo mixto de enlace compuesto o, ma´s brevemente, CLMM (‘com-
posite link mixed model’). En nuestro modelo propuesto, miramos a los datos
observados como observaciones indirectas de un proceso subyacente (definido en
una resolucio´n ma´s fina que los datos observados), el cual queremos estimar. La
formulacio´n de modelo mixto en nuestra propuesta nos permite incluir informacio´n
de la poblacio´n medida en una escala fina y estructuras complejas como efectos
aleatorios, como partes de la modelizacio´n de la tendencia subyacente. Dado que
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el CLMM esta´ basado en el enfoque dado por Eilers (2007), llamado modelo de
enlace compuesto penalizado (PCLM, ‘penalized composite link model’), revisare-
mos brevemente el enfoque PCLM en la primera seccio´n del segundo cap´ıtulo de
esta tesis. Luego, en la segunda seccio´n de este cap´ıtulo, introduciremos el enfoque
CLMM bajo un marco univariante, el cual puede ser visto como una reformulacio´n
del PCLM en un marco de modelo mixto. Esto es logrado siguiendo la reformu-
lacio´n como modelo mixto de los P-splines propuestos por Currie y Durba´n (2002)
y Currie et al. (2006), el cual es tambie´n revisado aqu´ı. Luego, la estimacio´n de
para´metros del CLMM puede hacerse bajo el marco de la teor´ıa de los modelos
mixtos. Esto ofrece otra alternativa para la estimacio´n del PCLM, evitando el
uso de criterios de informacio´n para la seleccio´n del para´metro de suavizado. En
la tercera seccio´n del segundo cap´ıtulo, extendemos el enfoque CLMM al caso
(array) multidimensional, en donde productos de Kronecker esta´n implicados en
la formulacio´n del modelo extendido. Ilustraciones para los casos univariantes y
(array) multidimensional son presentados a lo largo del segundo cap´ıtulo, usando
conjuntos de datos de mortalidad y fertilidad.
En el tercer cap´ıtulo, presentamos una nueva metodolog´ıa para el ana´lisis de
datos agregados espacialmente, extendiendo el enfoque CLMM desarrollado en
el segundo cap´ıtulo al caso espacial. El CLMM espacial proporciona soluciones
suavizadas para los casos ATP y ATA descritos en el primer cap´ıtulo, es decir,
entrega una estimacio´n suavizada para la tendencia espacial subyacente, a par-
tir de datos agregados, en una resolucio´n ma´s fina. Los casos ATP y ATA son
ilustrados usando diferentes conjuntos de datos de mortalidad (o morbilidad), y
estudios de simulacio´n sobre el desempen˜o de prediccio´n entre nuestro enfoque y
el Poisson kriging a´rea-a-punto de Goovaerts (2006) son realizados. Adema´s, en
el tercer cap´ıtulo proporcionamos una metodolog´ıa para lidiar con el problema de
sobredispersio´n, el cual esta´ basado en el enfoque PRIDE (‘penalized regression
with individual deviance effects’) de Perperoglou y Eilers (2010).
En el cuarto cap´ıtulo, generalizamos la metodolog´ıa desarrollada en el tercer
cap´ıtulo para el ana´lisis de datos agregados espacio-temporalmente. Bajo este
contexto, adaptamos el algoritmo SAP (‘separation of anisotropic penalties’) de
Rodr´ıguez-A´lvarez et al. (2015) y los algoritmos GLAM (‘generalized linear array
model’) dados por Currie et al. (2006) y Eilers et al. (2006) en el contexto de
los CLMMs. El uso de estos algoritmos eficientes nos permite evitar posibles
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problemas de almacenamiento y acelerar el tiempo de co´mputo de la estimacio´n del
modelo. Ilustramos la metodolog´ıa presentada en este cap´ıtulo usando un conjunto
de datos sobre incidencia de fiebre Q registradas en Holanda a nivel municipal y
por meses. Nuestro objetivo, luego, es el de estimar incidencias suavizadas en una
malla espacial fina sobre el a´rea de estudio a lo largo de las 53 semanas del 2009.
Un estudio de simulacio´n es dado al final del cuarto cap´ıtulo, de manera de evaluar
el desempen˜o de prediccio´n de nuestro enfoque bajo tres diferentes situaciones de
agregacio´n, usando un conjunto de datos detallado (y confidencial) de incidencia
de fiebre Q.
Finalmente, el quinto cap´ıtulo resume las contribuciones principales hechas en
esta tesis y el trabajo a futuro.
ix
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Spatial or temporal data are often collected at several scales. Time series of counts,
histograms, data from satellites, or disease registries are common examples of data
that are recorded at different layers and, in many occasions, they are incompati-
ble. For example, the levels of a certain contaminant may be recorded at several
monitoring stations, while the number of people affected by exposure is provided
at post code level to preserve privacy. Another situation arises when working
with historical death records: they often use wide intervals that narrow down over
time. In this case, the aim might be to estimate a smooth mortality distribution
using population records that are often more precise. We could summarize these
situations under the incompatible data problem. In the case of spatial data, the
aim might be to estimate the distribution of the outcome at a new level of spatial
aggregation. If we are dealing with areal or regional data (i.e., data recorded over
irregular geographical units, like counties, districts, and municipalities), this is
called the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) and in the case of data modelled
through a spatial process, it is called the change of support problem (COSP).
Areal data frequently appear in areas such as epidemiology, demography, and
public health. Methodological contributions for the analysis of these type of data
have been benefited by the advances in geographic information systems (GISs),
the access to reliable health data registers, and the disposition of powerful software
capable to processing and analysing large amount of data.
1
2 CHAPTER 1.
Among the types of epidemiological enquiries, disease mapping has received
a great interest in public health, since allows the visualization of the spatial dis-
tribution that a mortality (or morbidity) risk of a disease has in a specific study
area. This is carried out by means of disease maps, which are not only used for
descriptive purposes, but also for surveillance to highlight areas of excess, and to
aid policy formation and resource allocation (Elliott and Wartenberg, 2004).
In general, rates are used as measures of the risk, since they incorporate in-
formation about the population of each geographical unit. A first attempt to
estimate the relative risk within each unit is the so-called standardized mortality
(or morbidity) rate (SMR). The SMR for each unit vi is calculated as:
SMRi =
yi
ei
, for i = 1, ..., n, (1.1)
where yi and ei are the observed and expected number of deaths (or incidents cases
of disease) at unit vi, respectively, and n is the total number of units that form the
study area. The SMRs given in Eq. (1.1) can also be provided on a logarithmic
scale (i.e., log(SMRs)), or as percentages (i.e., multiplied by 102). In order to
depict the spatial distribution of SMRs (or any areal data), a choropleth map is
commonly used. This type of disease map uses a color palette to depict different
values of the attribute variable (the SMR in this case) associated with each unit.
Thus, each unit is colored according to the class into which its corresponding
attribute variable falls (Waller and Gotway, 2004).
Figure 1.1 shows a choropleth map of log(SMRs) by sudden infant death syn-
drome (SIDS) in North Carolina, USA, during the period 1974-1978, which are
recorded at county level (100 counties in total). The SIDS dataset (Cressie, 1993)
has been analysed by many researchers and incorporated in several statistical soft-
ware packages, such as (R Core Team, 2015). See Bivand et al. (2008) and the
package (Bivand and Lewin-Koh, 2016) for more information about
this dataset.
For the legend in Figure 1.1, we selected the deciles of the raw log(SMRs) as
the class boundaries. The colors used for the legend classes are based on the
palette developed by Brewer et al. (2003), which is available in the package
(Neuwirth, 2014). Thus, higher log(SMRs) than the median tend to
be more dark, while lower log(SMRs) tend to be more clear.
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Figure 1.1: Raw log(SMRs) for the North Carolina SIDS dataset (period 1974-1978).
However, choropleth maps (such as in Figure 1.1) must be interpreted with
caution: ratios calculated from small or sparsely populated units are likely to
be elevated artificially (Waller and Gotway, 2004). This effect, known as the
small number problem, may hinder the detection of meaningful patterns in the
study area. Another problem that can arise is the spatial misalignment between
potential risk factors and health data: in general, the former are available on a
finer spatial resolution than the latter. For example, most deprivation indices are
built on the smallest possible geographical units of a certain region (see Rey et al.,
2009; Salmond and Crampton, 2012) or even on a fine grid (Caudeville et al., 2012).
Environmental agents (such as air pollution) constitute examples of potential risk
factors that vary continuously in space. Consequently, this issue precludes their
direct use in a correlation analysis, which is a critical step for disease control
intervention. Therefore, it is relevant to develop spatial methodologies that filter
the noise caused by the small number problem and allow the creation of mortality
maps, from aggregated data, at a finer spatial resolution.
Different approaches have been used to reduce the noise in spatially aggregated
mortality rates (see Besag et al., 1991; MacNab and Dean, 2002; Fahrmeir et al.,
2004; Goovaerts, 2005; Lee and Durba´n, 2009; among others). However, they give
smoothed mortality estimates that are assumed constant over each unit, yielding a
coarse spatial trend. To obtain a more detailed insight of mortality through units,
several methodologies have been proposed in the literature. In a geostatistical
framework, Kelsall and Wakefield (2002) obtained pointwise posterior medians of
the underlying continuous risk surface, for colorectal cancer mortality in the UK
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district of Birmingham, via a Gaussian random field (GRF) model. Goovaerts
(2006) generalized the Poisson kriging algorithm given by Monestiez et al. (2005,
2006), which incorporates the size and shape of the units, as well as the popula-
tion density, into the filtering of noisy mortality rates. This generalization allows
the mapping of the corresponding mortality risk at a fine resolution. The perfor-
mance of his approach, called area-to-point Poisson kriging, was compared with
two geostatistical methods. The first one corresponds to the simple interpolation
of raw rates to the nodes of a fine grid using ordinary kriging. The second one
corresponds to the approach proposed by Berke (2004), in which the raw rates
are replaced by their global empirical Bayes estimates before the interpolation
process. Local Bayes estimates were also considered in the analysis, to attenuate
the smoothing effect produced by the global mean term in the calculation of those
Bayes estimates. Lately, and from a Bayesian inferential viewpoint, Diggle et al.
(2013) used the class of log-Gaussian Cox processes (as models for spatial point
process data) to construct a continuous map of lung cancer mortality risks in the
Castile-La Mancha region of Spain, from spatially discrete data.
On the other hand, the incorporation of the temporal dimension in disease ma-
pping enables the study of mortality risk (or disease incidence) evolution in each
unit, during a certain period of time (generally divided in years). In this case,
a dynamic disease map is used to depict such evolution. However, its inclusion
implies a challenge when it comes to smoothing data, in terms of computational
time and storage. Several techniques has been proposed for the spatio-temporal
smoothing of health data; most of them developed under an empirical Bayes ap-
proach where B-splines are used (MacNab and Dean, 2001; Ugarte et al., 2010) or
a hierarchical Bayesian framework where conditional autoregressive (CAR) struc-
tures are included (Waller et al., 1997; Mart´ınez-Beneito et al., 2008). Within the
latter approach, methods using integrated nested Laplace approximations (INLA,
Rue et al., 2009) has recently been proposed (see Schro¨dle and Held, 2011; Ugarte
et al., 2014; Bauer et al., 2016; among others).
All the works cited above provide smoothed estimates that are assumed cons-
tant over each unit and year. Also, most of them can be extended in order to
include explanatory variables, which must be at the same spatio-temporal reso-
lution as health data. Thus, they restrict the direct incorporation of fine-scale
population information and other relevant risk factors recorded at a finer reso-
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lution. Therefore, it is important to develop spatio-temporal methodologies that
allow the creation of dynamic mortality maps, from spatio-temporally aggregated
data, at a desirable fine resolution. As far as we know, there are no methodologies
addressing the problem of disaggregation of health data both in space and time
(although there exist works about the spatio-temporal disaggregation of Gaussian
data; see, for example, Prairie et al., 2007; Segond et al., 2007; Schleiss and Berne,
2012; Bindhu and Narasimhan, 2015).
1.2 The smoothing approach
In this thesis we propose the use of a novel methodology that we called the com-
posite link mixed model (CLMM) approach. The CLMM allows us to create
mortality risk or disease incidence maps, from aggregated health data, at a de-
sirable fine resolution, and to incorporate fine-scale information into the filtering
of noisy rates. Under the CLMM approach, we look at the observed outcomes as
observations of a latent or underlying process (i.e., as indirect observations) that
we want to estimate. Also, we assume that the latent process behind aggregated
data is smooth.
The flexibility of our approach is provided by the use of B-splines, together with
a discrete penalty on the regression coefficients, following the P-spline methodology
given by Eilers and Marx (1996). The mixed model structure in our proposal
makes it possible to include specific random effects or further correlation structure
if necessary, and to estimate the parameters of the CLMM under the framework
of mixed model theory.
In a spatial context, we can have two types of disaggregation: 1) from coarse
geographical units to a fine grid, i.e., the area-to-point (ATP) case, and 2) from
coarse geographical units to smaller ones, i.e., the area-to-area (ATA) case. The
CLMM approach can handle both cases in a nice way, by defining the spatial
support of the underlying process in one way or another. These cases are illustrated
in Figure 1.2 using two different maps, which we describe below.
Figure 1.2a illustrates the ATP case, where the coarse geographical units co-
rrespond to Scottish counties (56 counties in total). These counties define the
spatial support for the well-known Scottish lip cancer dataset given by Clayton
and Kaldor (1987). The goal, then, is to obtain a continuous surface (i.e., an iso-
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Municipality boundaries
Census tract boundaries
(a)Area-to-pointcase (b)Area-to-areacase
Figure1.2:Ilustrationsofthearea-to-pointandarea-to-areacases.Theleftmapshows
56Scottishcountiesin1975,wherea120×120ﬁnegridwasimposed. The3885blue
pointsarethegridpointsthatfalinsidethismap. Therightmapshowsthemunici-
palities(179)andcensustracts(3906)oftheCommunityofMadridin2001,wherethe
bluepointsdepictthecentroidcoordinatesofthecensustracts.
plethmap1)withoutsubjectivegeographicalboundaries(countyboundariesinthis
case).Forthatpurpose,aﬁnespatialgrid(imposedoverthemap)isusedasthe
ﬁnespatialresolutionfortheunderlyingprocess.InFigure1.2a,wehaveimposed
a120×120ﬁnegridoverthemap,where3885gridpoints(depictedinblue)fal
insidethecounties. Theadvantageofproducingisoplethmapsistoreducethe
visualbiasassociatedwiththeinterpretationofchoroplethmaps(Cressie,1993),
whichisproducedbythevariationinshapeandsizeofunits.
Figure1.2bilustratestheATAcase,wherethecoarseunitscorrespondto179
municipalitiesintheCommunityofMadrid(CM).Here,thegoalistoestimate
amorereﬁnedspatialtrendatcensustractlevel(3906censustractsintotal).
Forthat,thegeographicalcentroidcoordinates(depictedinblue)areusedas
1Isoplethmapsdiﬀerfromchoroplethmapsinthatthedataarenotgroupedtoapredeﬁned
regionlikeastateorcountry.Temperature,forexample,worksbetterasanisoplethmapthana
choroplethmap,becausetemperatureiscontinuousbutdoesnotchangeabruptlyatanypoint.
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the spatial support for the underlying process at census tract level. Notice that
most of the census tracts in Figure 1.2b are concentrated in the center of the
CM, specifically in the municipality of Madrid. Indeed, this municipality in 2001
had 2358 census tracts. The resulting ATA estimates are, then, displayed in a
choropleth map, which will offer a detailed insight of the process behind aggregated
health data at census tract level.
We have to pointed out that the ATP and ATA cases are specific situations of
the COSP, since in both cases we seek to obtain mortality risk estimates at a fine
resolution from data available at coarse geographical units. Several solutions for
the general COSP have been proposed depending on the following classification
(see Gotway and Young, 2002, for a detailed description):
1) Point-to-point: Observe point data Y (si) at location si, i = 1, ..., n, and
the interest is about the process at new locations s∗j , j = 1, ...,m. This
has been addressed by spatial kriging (Cressie, 1993, Ch. 3) or Hierarchical
geostatistical models (see Wikle et al., 1998, or Banerjee et al., 2015, for a
summary of these methods), or cokriging (Chile´s and Delfiner, 1999).
2) Point-to-area: Observe point data Y (si) at location si, i = 1, ..., n, and the
interest is on the process at a collection of areal units, vj, j = 1, ...,m. The
methods proposed include the use of areal centroids, spatial smoothing (see,
for example, Mu¨ller et al., 1997) or block kriging (Goovaerts, 1997).
3) Area-to-area: We have observations associated with areal units Y (vi), i =
1, ..., n, and we want to infer about observations in other areas Y (v∗j ), j =
1, ...,m. This problem have several ramifications depending on whether the
new areas v∗j are nested within the vi’s (Mugglin and Carlin, 1998) or are a
separate partition (Banerjee et al., 2015).
4) Area-to-point: We have observations associated with areal units Y (vi), i =
1, ..., n, and we seek to infer about the process at certain locations s∗j , j =
1, ...,m. This is the hardest problem and only few solutions (compared with
the other cases) have been proposed, most of them are variations of the
area-to-point kriging introduced by Kyriakidis (2004), and later applied to
the Poisson case by Goovaerts (2006).
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In the case of spatial data, the P-spline approach has already being used for the
point-to-point case (see, for example, Lee and Durba´n, 2011) and in the area-to-
area case, when the aim is to predict the outcome of new areas out of the original
region (Opsomer et al., 2008) or forecast future values (Ugarte et al., 2010). In the
point-to-area case, there have been some results when dealing with a point process
by imposing a regular fine grid over a map, counting the number of observations
in each cell, and smoothing over the grid (van der Hoek et al., 2010).
In a spatio-temporal context, we will shows how the CLMM approach can deal
with the simultaneous disaggregation of health data in space and time. For exam-
ple, if we have data aggregated by counties and months, the CLMM is capable to
estimate spatio-temporal trends at a fine spatial grid along weeks. However, this
leads to an increase of the computational burden (in the CLMM estimation) and
problems with data storage. In this thesis we propose solutions for these prob-
lems by using efficient algorithms proposed in the literature, which are adapted
to the CLMM setting. Then, the resulting CLMM estimates are displayed in a
dynamic map, allowing to visualize the evolution of the underlying process behind
aggregated data at a fine resolution.
The CLMM approach and the extensions presented in this thesis were im-
plemented in the statistical software . This free software environment allows to
describe and analyse public health data, using a battery of packages, and to
add additional functionality (provided by the users) by defining new functions.
Thus, it offers a flexible tool for the programming of new statistical methodologies.
1.3 Dissertation structure
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we introduce the composite
link mixed model approach in a univariate setting. We present details about the
estimation of the model, and useful extensions to the multidimensional case. This
part of the thesis generalizes the approach given in Eilers (2007), called penalized
composite link model, into the mixed model framework. In Chapter 3 we present
the composite link mixed model approach for spatially aggregated health data.
Here, we discuss how the our proposal can handle the area-to-point and area-to-
area cases illustrated in Section 1.2. Also, we extend our methodology in order
to deal with the problem of overdispersion, often present in count data, and we
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compare our proposal with the area-to-point Poisson kriging of Goovaerts (2006).
Part of the work presented in this chapter is already published in Ayma et al.
(2016). In Chapter 4 we generalize the presented methodology to the spatio-
temporal setting, where efficient algorithms are presented and adapted under our
approach. Finally, in Chapter 5 we summarize the main contributions given in
this thesis and suggest possible future work.
10 CHAPTER 1.
Chapter 2
Composite link mixed models
In this chapter we present the composite link mixed model, which can be seen as a
generalization of the penalized composite link model (PCLM) introduced by Eilers
(2007). In Section 2.1 we introduce the PCLM methodology for the univariate
case, focusing specially on the modelling of indirect observations of counts. In
Section 2.2 we present more details about the methodology and its reformulation
as a mixed model. This section is the heart of this chapter, and will allow us to
understand useful extensions given in the following chapters. Finally, Section 2.3
shows how we can extend the composite link mixed model to the multidimensional
case. All the examples provided in this chapter are used in order to illustrate the
presented methodology.
2.1 Penalized composite link models: an intro-
duction
The PCLM approach of Eilers (2007) is based on the model proposed by Thomp-
son and Baker (1981), called composite link model (CLM). The CLM offers an
elegant way to estimate the underlying or latent process behind observed grouped
data, which can be seen as indirect observations of that process. It extends the ge-
neralized linear model (GLM, Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972) by associating more
than one linear predictor with each observation, using the so-called composite link
functions. These type of functions have been used in forest growth modelling
(Candy, 1989, 1997), missing/incomplete categorical data analysis (Rindskopf,
11
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1992;Galeckietal.,2001),randomizedresponsemodeling(vandenHoutetal.,
2010),pairedcomparisondataanalysiswithmissingresponses(Dittrichetal.,
2012),andmultilevelandlatentvariablemodeling(Rabe-HeskethandSkrondal,
2007).
ThetheoryofGLMsiswelestablishedinthestatisticalcommunity,oﬀer-
ingauniﬁedwaytobuildandestimatemodelsformanytypeofobservations
(see McCulaghandNelder,1989). Dueitspopularity,theGLMapproachhas
beenimplementedinseveralsoftwarepackages,suchasRandMATLABc,and
isincludedasthestartingpointofmanystatisticalmodelingbooks(see,forex-
ample, Wood,2006a;Faraway,2006). Onthecontrary,theCLMhasnotbeen
receivedthesameattention.ThiswasacknowledgedbyEilers(2012),wherethe
authorpointedoutthatsometypesofCLMscanrunintonumericalproblemsdue
theiril-conditionednature(thatis,thereisnoenoughinformationinthedata
toestimatetheirparametersreliably).Toovercomethissituation,Eilers(2007)
proposestoimposesmoothnessonthesolution,bypenalizingthelog-likelihood
witharoughnessmeasure.Recently,hisproposalhasleadtoseveralworksrelated
withdigitpreferenceandmisreportingprobabilities(Camardaetal.,2008),latent
densityestimationfromgroupedcontinuousdata(LambertandEilers,2009)and
itsextensiontothebivariatecase(Lambert,2011),estimationofsurvivalfunc-
tionsandhazardratiosfrominterval-censoreddata(YavuzandLambert,2011),
haplotypeprobabilitiesestimationfromobservedgenotypes(UhandEilers,2011),
removementofartifactsinX-raydiﬀractionscans(deRooietal.,2014),ungroup-
ingbinneddata(Rizzietal.,2015),decompositionofcomplexseriesofcounts
(Camardaetal.,2016),amongothers.
ThePCLMcanbeseenasthecombinationoftheCLMofThompsonand
Baker(1981)andtheP-splinemethodologygivenbyEilersandMarx(1996).In
thenextsubsectionswedescribethesetwoingredientsinordertounderstandthe
ideabehindthePCLMapproach.
2.1.1 Thecompositelink modelframework
Lety=(y1,..,yn)beavectorofobservedresponseswhosecomponentsare
assumedindependentlyandidenticalydistributed(intheexponentialfamily)with
meansµ=(µ1,..,µn).InthecontextofGLMs,themeanofanobservationand
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itslinearpredictor,denotedasηi,arerelatedthroughthelinkfunction,g,as
g(µi)=ηi. However,insomecaseswewishtoassociatemorethanonelinear
predictorηj(i.e.,morethanonesetofobservedexplanatoryvariables,xjk,with
k=1,..,p)witheachobservationyi.Forexample,whenwehaveahistogram
inwhichcountsareaggregatedinintervals,thetotalcountistheresultofthe
contributionofseverallatentobservations.Inordertoachievethis,wesuppose
thatγj=g−1(ηj),j=1,..,m,wheremisthenumberoflatentobservations,and
thatµi=ci(γ),withγ=(γ1,..,γm),wheretheciareknownfunctionscaled
compositelinkfunctions.Assumingthatµiisalinearcombinationoftheelements
ofγ,wehavethatµi= mj=1cijγj.Then,theCLMisgivenas:
E(y)=µ=Cγ, (2.1)
whereCisamatrixofdimensionn×mwithentriescijandγ=g−1(η),with
η=XθandXdenotingamatrixofdimensionm×pwithentriesxjk.
ThematrixCinEq.(2.1)iscaledcompositionmatrixanddescribeshowthe
elementsoflatentvectorγarecombinedtoyieldµ.Thus,itsstructurewildepend
ontheunderlyingprocessthatgeneratestheobserveddata.Asanexampleofthe
formthatacompositionmatrixmayhave,wesupposeagroupingofageclassesin
atableofdeathcounts.Inthiscase,γrepresentstheexpectednumberofdeaths
perone-yearageclassesandytheavailabledataastotalsofﬁve-yearageclasses.
Ifγcoverstheagesfrom1to100,thenthemeanµofthegroupedcountshas
length20andthecompositionmatrixChasdimension20×100:
C=


1 ···1 0 ······ ······0
0 ···0 1 ··· 1 0 ···0
.. .. .. 0... 0 0 .. ..
0 ···0 0 ··· 0 1 ···1


. (2.2)
In(2.2),theelementsofCarezero,exceptforthosecij=1thatindicatethe
elementsofγthatareaggregatedtoformµi,i=1,..,20. Thisexampleis
aspecialcaseofgroupedcountsrelatedwithhistogramsthathavecoarsebins.
OthersexamplesinvolvingHIVback-calculation,Poissonmixture,andpresent
statusdata,canbefoundinEilers(2007).
SinceweareinterestedintheCLMapplicationtogroupedcountdata,weshow
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thestructureofthismodelunderthePoissoncontext.Supposethatweobservea
vectorofaggregatedcountsythatfolowsaPoissondistributionwithmeanvector
µ. Wewanttoestimatethelatentdistributionγbehindthisaggregateddata.
Then,themodelgiveninEq.(2.1)becomes:
µ=Cγ=Cexp(η), (2.3)
withη=Xθ.Noticethatthenon-negativityofthevaluesofγisguaranteeddue
itsdeﬁnition.AsisindicatedbyEilers(2012),themodelgiveninEq.(2.3)can
bequitediﬀerentfromaprocesswheresamplesfromPoissondistributionswith
expectationsγaregeneratedandthenlinearlycombinedwiththecomposition
matrixC.Thisisbecause,inthelattercase,whenrowsofCoverlap,wecannot
assumeindependenceoftheelementsofy.
ToestimatethePoissonCLMgiveninEq.(2.3),wefolowthemethodof
maximumlikelihood(ML),whichisusualyusedinthetheoryofGLMs(see,for
example,Pawitan,2001).Forthat,weconsidertheprobabilitydensityfunction
associatedtoyi:
f(yi;µi)=µ
yiiexp(−µi)
yi! =exp(yilog(µi)−µi−log(yi!)).
Then,thelog-likelihoodfunctionbasedonnobservationsyisgivenby:
=
n
i=1
log(f(yi;µi))=
n
i=1
(yilog(µi)−µi−log(yi!)). (2.4)
FromEq.(2.3),weseethattheestimationofγ(and,consequently,µ)isde-
terminedbythevectorofregressioncoeﬃcientsθ. Therefore,byderivingthe
log-likelihoodgiveninEq.(2.4)withrespecttoeachelementofθ,weobtainthat:
∂
∂θk=
n
i=1
yi−µi
µi
∂µi
∂θk,
fork=1,..,p.Sinceµi= mj=1cijγj,wehavethat:
∂µi
∂θk=
m
j=1
cij∂γj∂θk=
m
j=1
cijxjkγj,
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and,thus,theMLequationsaregivenby:
n
i=1
(yi−µi)˘xik=0,
fork=1,..,p,wherex˘ik= mj=1cijxjkγj/µi. Wecanrewritetheprevioussystem
ofequationsinmatrixformas:
X˘(y−µ)=0, (2.5)
whereX˘=W−1CΓX,withW =diag(µ)andΓ=diag(γ).Noticethatthepre-
vioussystemofequationsisnonlinearinθandaniterativeprocedureisneeded
tosolvethem. Theiterativelyre-weightedleastsquare(IRLWS)algorithmcan
beusedinthiscontext,whichisalsousedfortheestimationofGLMs(formore
details,seeMcCulaghandNelder,1989). TheresultingIRWLSequations(ex-
pressedinmatrixform)thatsolvethesystemofequationsinEq.(2.5)is:
X˘W˜X˘θ=X˘W˜ (˜W−1(y−µ˜)+˘Xθ˜), (2.6)
whereW˜ =diag(µ˜). Here,andhereafter,atildeasin˜θindicatesthecurrent
approximationtothesolutionandθdenotestheupdatedestimateofθ. Notice
thattheIRLWSequationsinEq.(2.6)haveexactlythesamestructureasthatfor
aGLM.ThediﬀerenceisthatinaGLMwewouldhaveXwhilehereX˘appears.
ThusX˘canbeinterpretedasa‘working’matrixX.
AsisstatedbyEilers(2007),thedirectapplicationofEq.(2.6)generalywil
notworkforil-poseddata:theequationswilbesingular,whenp>n,orseverely
il-conditionedotherwise. Toovercomethisproblem,Eilers(2007)proposesthe
introductionofaroughnesspenaltyonthevectorofregressioncoeﬃcientsθand
theuseofaB-splinebasisinsteadofX.ThisapproachisknownastheP-spline
methodology,whichwasdevelopedbyEilersandMarx(1996). Withinthisnew
framework,thelatentvectorγissmoothandcanbeinterpretedasacontinuous
distribution.Inthenextsubsectionwebrieﬂydescribeinwhichconsiststhis
methodology.
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2.1.2 TheP-spline methodology
Thereareseveraltechniquesforﬁttingasmoothfunctionthatrelatesaresponse
variablewithasinglepredictor(see,forexample,HastieandTibshirani,1990,or
Simonoﬀ,1996,foragoodsummaryofthem). Wecanseethesesmoothingmodels
asageneralizationofthelinearregressionmodel,whichalowtoestimatethe
functionmoreprecisely,buteventualywithanaddedcomputationalcost.Among
them,thereisanimportantgroupofmodelsthatusesplines,whicharepiecewise
polynomialsthatjoinatcertainpointscaledknots. Moreover,therearetwomain
familieswithinthisgroup:1)regressionsplines,and2)smoothingsplines.Inthe
ﬁrstone,itisnecessarytoselectthenumberandlocalizationofknots(inorderto
controlthesmoothnessoftheﬁttedfunction)andimposerestrictionssuchthatthe
piecewisepolynomialsjoinsmoothly.Then,oncewehavemadethatchoice,the
modelisadjustedbyleastsquares.Ingeneral,themaindrawbackofregression
splinesisthatweneedtousecomplexalgorithmsforknotsselectionand,asa
consequence,itisdiﬃculttoextendedthemtothemultidimensionalcase. The
secondoneappearsasthesolutiontotheproblemofﬁndingthefunction(with
twocontinuousderivatives)thatminimizesthepenalizedsumofsquares,where
thepenaltytermisrelatedtothesecondderivativeofthesmoothfunction(more
detailsaregiveninGreenandSilverman,1994).Adrawbackofsmoothingsplines
isthattheyusethesamenumberofknots(andhence,parameters)asobservations.
Splineswithpenalties,orcommonlycaledP-splines(EilersandMarx,1996),deal
withthosedrawbacks:theyarelowranksmoothers,i.e,thenumberofknotsused
ismuchlessthanthedimensionofthedata(makingthemcomputationalymore
eﬃcient),andtheintroductionofpenaltiesrelaxestheimportanceofthechoice
ofthenumberandlocalizationofknots.Also,thisapproachispreferredinstead
ofothersmoothingtechniquessinceitcanbeextendedtotheGLMframeworkin
astraightforwardwayanditlacksofunwantedboundaryeﬀects.
IntherestofthissubsectionwereviewtheP-splinemethodologythatalows
tointroducethePCLMapproachinthenextsubsection.
P-splinesforunidimensionaldata
Supposethatweobservedatapairs(xi,yi),i=1,..,n.Asmoothrelationshipbe-
tweentheresponsevariabley=(y1,..,yn)andasinglepredictorx=(x1,..,xn)
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isgivenby:
y=f(x)+, N(0,σ2I), (2.7)
wheref(·)isaunknownfunctionofxassumedtobesmoothandthecomponents
of =(1,..,n)areindependentandidenticaldistributederrorswithvariance
σ2. Theaimistoestimatefunctionf(·)giventheobservedpairs(xi,yi). As
itwasintroducedpreviously,thereareseveraltechniquesforﬁttingthesmooth
functionf(·). HerewefocusonP-splinesdevelopedbyEilersandMarx(1996).
Theirmethodologycanbesummarizedasfolows:1)useaB-splineregression
basis,and2)introducediﬀerencepenaltiesoveradjacentregressioncoeﬃcients
(bymodifyingthelikelihoodfunction),tocontrolthesmoothnessoftheﬁt.
InthemodelgiveninEq.(2.7),weconsider:
f(x)=Bθ, (2.8)
whereB=B(x)isaregressionbasisofdimensionn×c,whichisconstructed
fromthepredictorx,andθistheassociatedvectorofregressioncoeﬃcientsof
lengthc.FolowingtheP-splinemethodology,wecanestimateθbyminimizing
thepenalizedsumofsquares:
SP=(y−Bθ)(y−Bθ)+θPθ, (2.9)
wherePisapenaltytermthatforcesthecoeﬃcientstovarysmoothlyand,conse-
quently,weobtainasmoothedcurve.Inordertocontroltheamountofsmoothness
(thatis,thetrade-oﬀbetweenthemodelﬁtandthemodelsmoothness),theterm
Pwildependonaregularizationparameter,caledsmoothingparameter,which
wedenoteasλ.Then,foragivenvalueofλ,thesolutionofthepenalizedleast
squareproblemgiveninEq.(2.9)is:
θ=(BB+P)−1By,
andtheﬁttedvaluesaregivenby:
y=B(BB+P)−1By. (2.10)
Theexpression(BB+P)−1B inEq.(2.10)iscaledthehatmatrixofthemodel,
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whichisdenotedasH=(BB+P)−1B.NoticethatHisnotidempotent(hence,
itisnotaprojectionmatrix),butitsformmakesthesmoothingmethodtobe
linear. Moreover,thehatmatrixgivesameasureoftheeﬀectivedimension(ED)
ortheeﬀectivedegreesoffreedomofthemodel(HastieandTibshirani,1990).
ThisiscalculatedasthetraceofH,whichcanbeeﬃcientlycomputedas:
ED=trace(H)=trace((BB+P)−1BB).
OncewehavebrieﬂypresentedtheP-splinemethodology,weproceedtogive
detailsabouttheregressionbasisandpenaltiesthatwewiluseinthefolowing
chapters.
Regressionbasis
Inthenon-parametricliterature,thereexistseveralalternativesforthechoice
oftheregressionbasisBinEq.(2.8). Forinstance,wecouldusetruncatedp-
thpowerfunctions(TPFs,Ruppertetal.,2003)thatarecharacterizedbytheir
simplicity.HerewefolowtheproposalofEilersandMarx(1996),inwhichabasis
ofB-splinesisused(formoredetailsaboutB-splines,seeDierckx,1993;deBoor,
2001). B-splinesarenumericalystableandhavenicepropertiesandextensions
thanTPFs. FurthercomparisonsbetweenB-splinesandTPFsaredescribedin
EilersandMarx(2010).
Infewwords,aB-splineconsistsofpolynomialpiecesofthesamedegree,which
areconnectedinaspecialway.SomegeneralpropertiesofaB-splineofdegreep
(extractedfromEilersandMarx,1996)are:
•Itconsistsofp+1polynomialpieces,eachoneofdegreep,thatjoinatp
innerknots.
•Atthejoiningpoints,derivativesuptoorderp−1arecontinuous.
•TheB-splineispositiveonadomainspannedbyp+2knots,everywhere
elseitiszero.
•Exceptattheboundaries,itoverlapswithexactly2ppolynomialpiecesof
itsneighbours.
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•Atgivenx,p+1B-splinesarenon-zero.
Inpracticeitisusualtousepolynomialsofdegreethree(cubicB-splines),i.e,
p=3,andamoderatelargenumberofequaly-spacedknots(between20and40).
Ifwedividethedomain(xmin,xmax)ofxintokequalintervalsbyk+1knots,
eachintervalwilbecoveredbyp+1B-splinesofdegreep.Therefore,thenumber
ofB-splinesintheregressionbasis(i.e.,thenumberofcolumnsofmatrixBin
Eq.(2.8))isc=k+p.Figure2.1showsexamplesofB-splinebaseswithk
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intervalsanddiﬀerentdegreesfortheB-splines.Ineachpanel,theB-splineshave
thesameshapebutshiftedthroughthehorizontalaxis;apropertythatalsoholds
attheboundaries.
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Figure2.1:B-splinebasesofdiﬀerentordersofdegreep,eachonewithk=5equaly-
spacedintervals.
Penalty matrix
Eilersand Marx(1996)proposetoconsiderthepenaltytermPasadiscrete
matrix,whichisbasedonﬁnitediﬀerencesoftheregressioncoeﬃcientsassociated
totheB-splinebasis.ThepenaltytermPthattheyconsiderinEq.(2.9)hasthe
form:
P=λDD, (2.11)
whereD=D(q)isaqthorderdiﬀerencematrixofdimension(c−q)×candλis
thesmoothingparameter.
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Theusualchoiceforthediﬀerenceorderqistwo,althoughwecanusehigher
orlowerordersdependingonthevariabilityofthecurveandtheamountofnoise
ondata. Whenq=2,thematrixDhasthefolowingform:
D=


1 −2 1 0 0 ···
0 1 −2 1 0 ···
0 0 1 −2 1 ···
.. .. .. .. .....


(c−2)×c
,
and,forthiscase,thepenaltytermθPθinEq.(2.9)canbeexpressedas:
θPθ=λθDDθ=λ(θ1−2θ2+θ3)2+···+(θc−2−2θc−1+θc)2 .
Underthisframework,theEDassociatedtotheP-splinemodelisgivenby:
ED=trace((BB+λDD)−1BB).
HerethevalueoftheEDisdeterminedbythesizeoftheB-splinebasisBused
andtheamountofsmoothinggivenbyλinthissense:thevaluesofEDvaries
betweenc(i.e.,thenumberofcolumnsofB),whenλ→ 0,andq(i.e.,theorder
ofthediscretepenalty),whenλ→∞.
Smoothingparameterselection
Previouslywehaveassumedthatthesmoothingparameterλisknown.Inorder
toselecttheoptimalvalueforthisparameter,EilersandMarx(1996)suggestto
minimizeaninformationcriterionoftheform:
IC=dev(y,y)+ ×ED, (2.12)
wheredev(y,y)denotesthedevianceofthemodel,whichmeasuresthediscrep-
ancybetweentheﬁttedvaluesofthemodelanddata.Forexample,fortheGaus-
siancase,dev(y,y)= ni=1(yi−yi)2.Fornon-Gaussiandata,thedevianceisbased
onageneralizationofthissumofsquaresand,dependingonthedistributional
assumption,itwiltakeadiﬀerentform.
Theterm giveninEq.(2.12)canbeviewedasaweightthatpenalizes
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theeﬀectivedimensionofthemodel. When =2,theICbecomestheAkaike
informationcriterion(AIC),andwhen =log(n),theICcorrespondstothe
Bayesianinformationcriterion(BIC).
Alternativestotheuseofinformationcriteriaforsmoothingparameterselec-
tionarebasedoncross-validationmethods. Ordinarycross-validation(CV)and
generalizedcross-validation(GCV)criteriaarecommonlyusedinthiscontext(see
Ruppertetal.,2003,formoredetails).
Furtherextensions
TheP-splinemethodologycanbeextendedtothecaseofunivariatenon-Gaussian
dataundertheGLMframework(EilersandMarx,1996). Moreover,theycanbe
extendedtothemultidimensionalcasebymeansoftensorproductsofB-splines
bases(Currieetal.,2006;Eilersetal.,2006).AnicefeatureofP-splinesisthat
theyareconnectedtomixedmodels(CurrieandDurb´an,2002;Currieetal.,
2006),leadingtofurtherinsights,aswelastonewmethodsforﬁndingoptimal
valuesforthesmoothingparametersinamultidimensionalcontext. Withinthis
mixedmodelframework,spatialandspatio-temporalmodelsweredevelopedand
appliedtohealthandenvironmentaldata(LeeandDurb´an,2009,2011). More
usefulextensionsandreferencesaboutthisﬂexiblemethodologycanbefoundin
Eilersetal.(2015).
2.1.3 Thepenalizedcompositelink model
OncewehavepresentedthePoissonCLMframeworkandtheP-splinemethodo-
logy,wecanintroducethePCLMapproachofEilers(2007)forcountdata.
Supposethatweobserveavectorofgroupedcountsy,assumedPoissondis-
tributedwithmeanvectorµ. Theaimnowistoestimatethelatentvectorγ
establishedinaPoissonCLMviaP-splinemethodology.Inthemodelgivenin
Eq.(2.3)wecanredeﬁnethelinearpredictorηasη=Bθ,whereBisaB-spline
basisofdimensionm×candθisitsassociatedvectorofregressioncoeﬃcientsof
lengthc.ThenthePoissonPCLMisgivenby:
µ=Cγ=Cexp(Bθ), (2.13)
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wheretheregressioncoeﬃcientsθaresubjecttothediscretepenalizationgiven
inEq.(2.11).
ToestimatethemodelinEq.(2.13),wecanproceedinasimilarfashionasin
CLMestimation.Thus,letusconsiderthepenalizedlog-likelihood:
P= −λ2θDDθ, (2.14)
where isdeﬁnedasinEq.(2.4),butwithµ=(µ1,..,µn)deﬁnednowasin
Eq.(2.13). DerivingEq.(2.14)withrespecttoθ,andthenequatingtheresult
tozero,weobtainthesystemofequationsB˘(y−Cexp(Bθ))=λDDθ,which
leadstoapenalizedversionoftheIRWLSequationsofaCLM(seeEq.(2.6)):
(˘BW˜B˘+λDD)θ=B˘W˜(˜W−1(y−µ˜)+˘Bθ˜), (2.15)
whereB˘=W˜−1CΓ˜B,W˜ =diag(µ˜),˜Γ=diag(˜γ),with˜µ=Cγ˜=Cexp(Bθ˜).
Toﬁndanoptimalvalueforthesmoothingparameterλinthiscase,wecanuse
aninformationcriterionasintheP-splinemethodology.Folowingthesuggestion
ofHastieandTibshirani(1990),wetakethetraceofthefolowinghatmatrixH
astheEDofthemodelinEq.(2.13):
H=B˘(˘BWB˘+λDD)−1˘BW, (2.16)
whichisimplicitinEq.(2.15).Thus,usingthetraceofhatmatrixinEq.(2.16)
andthedevianceofthemodelinthePoissoncontext:
dev(y,y)=2
n
i=1
yilogyiµi −(yi−µi), (2.17)
wecancomputetherequiredinformationcriterion(seeEq.(2.12)). Then,a
simplesearchalgorithmforthesmoothingparameterissuﬃcient:AIC(orBIC)
iscalculatedforaﬁnegridofλvalues(inalogscale)anditsminimalvalueis
determinedoverthisgrid.AnRcodeforthepreviousestimationprocedurecan
befoundin(Rizzietal.,2015,Appendix2).
Forilustrationpurposes,letusconsiderthenumberofdeathsfromrespiratory
diseasesofAmericanmalepopulationinJanuary1959,fromages1to120(see
Currieetal.,2006,formoredetailsaboutthesedata). Figure2.2showsthe
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counts per age-at-death (vertical lines) and the smooth trend that follow these
counts (g = 1). If we artificially aggregate them into two, five, ten, and twenty
age classes, and we apply the PCLM approach to these aggregated counts, we
obtain the smooth colored curves of Figure 2.2 (g = 2, 5, 10, 20). The smooth
curves for the cases g = 2, g = 5 and g = 10 are close to the smooth trend at the
disaggregated scale, whereas the blue smooth curve for the case g = 20 departs
from it (especially between 60 and 90 years old). This is because we have less
precision when the aggregation level increases.
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Figure 2.2: Death counts from respiratory disease of American population in January
1959, from ages 1 to 120 (vertical lines). The black curve represents the estimated trend
based on the ungrouped data. The colored curves represent the estimated distributions
using the PCLM approach, from different aggregations per g age classes, where g denotes
the width of the groups.
The previous example shows the performance of the PCLM for different levels
of aggregation. In Rizzi et al. (2016), the PCLM has been compared with other
non-parametric methods for ungrouping aggregated count data. Specifically, the
methods that are included in their comparison study are: a bootstrap kernel den-
sity estimator (Wang and Wertelecki, 2013), a piecewise cubic Hermite interpo-
lating polynomial (Fritsch and Carlson, 1980), a spline interpolation with Hyman
filter (Smith et al., 2004), and an iterated conditional expectation kernel density
estimator using a local constant (Braun et al., 2005); all of them implemented in
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R.Rizzietal.(2016)concludedthatthesemethods(includingthePCLM)have
asimilarperformancewhenthegroupingschemeisrelativelynarrow,i.e.,5-year
ageclasses;andwithcoarserageintervals,i.e.,inthepresenceofopen-endedage
groups,thePCLMperformsthebest.
OncewehaveintroducedthePCLMapproach,inthenextsectionwepresent
ourproposal:thepenalizedcompositelinkmixedmodel.Thisnewclassofmodel
alowstheinclusionofspeciﬁcrandomeﬀectsorfurthercorrelationstructureifis
necessary,andoﬀersanotheralternativefortheparameterestimationofthePCLM
—avoidingtheuseofinformationcriteriaforsmoothingparameterselection.
2.2 Thecompositelink mixed modelapproach
Inthissectionwepresentthecompositelink mixed model(CLMM).Aswe
statedbefore,theCLMMcanbeseenasthereformulationofthePCLMgiven
inEq.(2.13)asamixedmodel(infact,asageneralizedlinearmixedmodel).
ToachievethiswefolowtheapproachgiveninCurrieandDurb´an(2002)and
Currieetal.(2006),wheretheB-splinebasisBandthediscretepenaltymatrix
PpresentedinSection2.1areused.
Inordertointroducethemixedmodelformulationinourcontext,letﬁrst
introduceabasicnotionoftheso-caledlinearmixed(eﬀects)models.
2.2.1 Linear mixed models
Alinearmixedmodel(LMM,Searleetal.,1992)isanextensionofthelinear
regressionmodel,whichincludesbothﬁxedandrandomeﬀects.Speciﬁcaly,a
basicLMMhasthefolowingstructure:
y=Xβ+Zα+ , withα N(0,G)and N(0,σ2I), (2.18)
whereβandαaretheﬁxedandrandomeﬀectscoeﬃcients,respectively,whereas
XandZaretheircorrespondingdesignmatrices.Therandomeﬀectscoeﬃcients
αhavecovariancematrixGthatdependsonthevarianceσ2αasG=σ2αR,where
Risapositivesemi-deﬁnitematrix.Theerrorterms areassumedindependent
andidenticalydistributedwithcommonvarianceσ2(foramoregeneralformor
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furtherextensionsofLMMs,seeSearleetal.,1992;PinheiroandBates,2000).
The MLestimatesfortheﬁxedandrandomeﬀectscoeﬃcientsoftheLMMin
Eq.(2.18)are:
β=(XV−1X)−1XV−1y,
α=GZV−1(y−Xβ), (2.19)
whereV=σ2I+ZGZ.NoticethatmatrixVincludesbothvariancecomponents
σ2andσ2α;thelatterthroughG.
TheMLestimation,carriedouttoobtaintheestimatesgiveninEq.(2.19),does
nottakeintoaccountthedegreesoffreedomusedforestimatingtheﬁxedeﬀects
coeﬃcientswhenestimatingvariancecomponents,leadingtobiasedestimates.To
overcomethissituation,wecanusetheso-caledrestricted(orresidual)maxi-
mumlikelihoodestimation(PattersonandThompson,1971).Thus,thevariance
componentscanbeestimatedbymaximizingthefolowingrestrictedmaximum
log-likelihood(REML):
R(σ2,σ2α)=−12log|V|−
1
2log|XV
−1X|−12y(V
−1−V−1X(XV−1X)−1XV−1)y.
ThereareseveralapproachestotheformulationofP-splinesasmixedmodels,
whichdiﬀermainlyintheregressionbasisused.Forexample,Brumbacketal.
(1999),Couletal.(2001),andWand(2003),haveextendedthemodelformulation
intoamixedmodel,byusingTPFsasregressionbases.However,asitwaspre-
viouslymentioned,numericalpropertiesofTPFsarepoorcomparedtoB-splines
(Eilersetal.,2015).Inthenextsubsectionwedescribethereparameterization
thatCurrieandDurb´an(2002)andCurrieetal.(2006)proposetoreformulate
P-splinesasmixedmodels,whichwilbesubsequentlyused.
2.2.2 Mixed modelformulationofP-splines
ThereformulationproposedbyCurrieandDurb´an(2002)andCurrieetal.(2006)
consistsintotransformtheB-splinebasisBintoanewmodelbasis[X:Z],and
theirassociatedvectorofregressioncoeﬃcientsθinto(β,α).Thisisachievedby
consideringanorthogonaltransformationmatrixT,suchthatBT=[X:Z]and
Tθ=(β,α).TheconstructionofmatrixTisbrieﬂydescribedbelow.
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Considerthesingularvaluedecomposition(SVD)ofmatrixDDinEq.(2.11):
DD=UΣU,
whereΣisadiagonalmatrixthatcontainstheeigenvaluesoftheSVDofDD
(withqzeroeigenvalues)andUisthecorrespondingmatrixofeigenvectors.This
lattermatrixcandecomposedasU=[Un:Us],whereUnandUsarematrices
ofdimensionc×qandc×(c−q)containingtheeigenvectorsassociatedtothe
nulandnon-nulparts,respectively.Then,wecanrewriteDDasfolows:
DD=[Un:Us]

0q
Σ˜

[Un:Us], (2.20)
where0qdenotesasquarematrixofzeroesofdimensionq×qandΣ˜isadiagonal
matrixthatcontainsthe(c−q)positiveeigenvaluesoftheSVDofDD.Thus,
therequiredmatrixTisdeﬁnedas:
T=[Un:Us]. (2.21)
GiventhetransformationmatrixinEq.(2.21),itiseasytoseethattheﬁxed
andrandomeﬀectsmatricesXandZcanbeobtainedas:
X=BUn,
Z=BUs,
(2.22)
andtheirassociatedcoeﬃcientscanbewrittenasβ=Unθandα=Usθ.This
impliesthatthelengthsofthevectorsβandαareqand(c−q),respectively.
Moreover,thenewmixedmodelpenaltymatrixΥisobtainedas:
Υ=TPT=

0q
F

,withF=λ˜Σ, (2.23)
andPdeﬁnedasinEq.(2.11).FromEq.(2.23),wecanseethattheﬁxedeﬀects
coeﬃcientsareunpenalized,whereastherandomeﬀectscoeﬃcientsarepenalized
bythediagonalmatrixF.Then,thecovariancematrixGassociatedtotherandom
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eﬀectscanbewrittenas:
G=σ2F−1. (2.24)
2.2.3 Compositelink mixed models
Takingintoaccountthereformulationgivenabove,wecanrepresentthePCLM
inEq.(2.13)asamixedmodel.
Asbefore,supposethatweobserveavectorofgroupedcountsy,assumed
Poissondistributedwithmeanvectorµ.InthemodelgiveninEq.(2.13)wecan
redeﬁnethelinearpredictorηasη=Bθ=Xβ+Zα,whereXandZarethe
mixedmodelmatricesdeﬁnedinEq.(2.22). Then,thePoissonCLMMisgiven
by:
µ=Cγ=C(ef∗exp(Xβ+Zα)),withα∼N(0,G), (2.25)
whereG isdeﬁnedasinEq.(2.24),withσ2=1(sinceweareinthePoisson
case). NoticethatwehaveincludedavectorefoflengthminEq.(2.25).This
vectoralowstoincludeexposuresattheﬁneresolutionwhereγisdeﬁned,making
possibletoanalyseratesinsteadofcounts(ifweonlyareinterestedintheanalysis
ofcounts,setef=1m).
IfwetakethecompositionmatrixCinEq.(2.25)astheidentitymatrix,
thenwehavethatµ=γinEq.(2.25).Insuchcase,theCLMMapproach
isreducedtotheP-splinemethodologyfora(Poisson)generalizedlinearmixed
model(PGLMM)inaunivariatesetting.
Parameterestimation
SincethecovariancematrixGinEq.(2.25)isobtainedfromFinEq.(2.23),it
dependsonthesmoothingparameterλthathastobeestimated. Asaconse-
quence,theparameterestimationoftheCLMMinvolvestwointerrelatedstages:
a)theestimationoftheﬁxedandrandomeﬀectscoeﬃcientsβandαofthevec-
toroflatentexpectationsγ;andb)theestimationofthesmoothingparameterλ.
Forstagea),weusethepenalizedquasi-likelihood(PQL)approach(Breslowand
Clayton,1993),whichiscommonlyusedfortheparameterestimationofGLMMs;
andforstageb),weusetheREML(PattersonandThompson,1971)asanumer-
icaloptimizationcriterionforsmoothingparameterselection.Technicaldetailsof
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thesestagesarederivedbelow.
ConsiderthejointdensityfunctionofyintheCLMMcontext:
f(y|α)=exp(ylog(µ)−1nµ−1nlog(Γ(y+1n))), (2.26)
whereµ=Cγ,γ=ef∗exp(Xβ+Zα),andα∼N(0,G(λ)). Takinginto
accountEq.(2.26)andforagivenvalueofλ,weobtainestimatesforβandαby
maximizingthefolowingpenalizedlog-likelihood:
P=log(f(y|α))−12αG
−1α. (2.27)
DiﬀerentiatingEq.(2.27)withrespecttoβkandαl,weobtain:
∂P
∂βk=
n
i=1

(yi−µi)1µi
m
j=1
cijγjxjk

,fork=1,..,q; (2.28)
∂P
∂αl=
n
i=1

(yi−µi)1µi
m
j=1
cijγjzjl

−G−1lα,forl=1,..,(c−q), (2.29)
whereG−1l denotesthel-throwofthematrixG−1. Writing1µi mj=1cijγjxjk
inEq.(2.28)and1µi mj=1cijγjzjlinEq.(2.29)asx˘ikandz˘il,respectively,and
equatingtheexpressionsabovetozero,weobtain:
n
i=1
(yi−µi)˘xik=0,fork=1,..,q;
n
i=1
(yi−µi)˘zil=G−1lα,forl=1,..,(c−q).
Moreover,theequationsabovecanberewritteninmatrixformas:
X˘(y−µ)=0; (2.30)
Z˘(y−µ)=G−1α, (2.31)
whereX˘=W−1CΓXandZ˘=W−1CΓZ,withW =diag(µ)andΓ=diag(γ).
Deﬁningtheworkingvector:
z=X˘β+Z˘α+W−1(y−µ),
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thesolutionofEq.(2.30)andEq.(2.31)viaFisherscoringalgorithm(Green,1987)
canbeexpressedastheiterativesolutionofthesystem:

X˘WX˘ X˘WZ˘
Z˘WX˘ G−1+Z˘WZ˘



β
α

=

X˘Wz
Z˘Wz

. (2.32)
NoticethatthelinearsystemgiveninEq.(2.32)hasexactlythesamestructure
asthatforaPGLMM(Lee,2010).ThediﬀerenceisthatinaPGLMMwewould
haveXandZwhilehereX˘andZ˘appear.ThusX˘andZ˘are‘working’Xand
Zmatrices,respectively. FromEq.(2.32)weobtainamodiﬁedversionofthe
standardmixedmodelestimators(seeEq.(2.19)):
β=(X˘V−1X˘)−1X˘V−1z, (2.33)
α=GZ˘V−1(z−X˘β)
=GZ˘Nz, (2.34)
where:
V=W−1+Z˘G˘Z, (2.35)
N=V−1−V−1X˘(˘XV−1X˘)−1X˘V−1. (2.36)
ConditioningontheestimatesgiveninEq.(2.33),thesmoothingparameterλcan
beestimatednumericalybymaximizingtheapproximateREML:
−12log|V|−
1
2log|˘XV
−1X˘|−12z(V
−1−V−1X˘(˘XV−1X˘)−1X˘V−1)z.(2.37)
Therefore,thePQLsolutionisachievedbyiterationbetweenEq.(2.33)and
Eq.(2.37),untilconvergence. Noticethattheterms|V|andV−1appearin
Eq.(2.37). From(2.35),wehavetheycanbeexpressedas(seeSearleetal.,
1992,p.453):
|V|=|W|−1|G||G−1+Z˘WZ˘|, (2.38)
V−1=W −WZ˘(G−1+Z˘WZ˘)−1˘ZW. (2.39)
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Approximatestandarderrorsandeﬀectivedimension
Oncetheparametervaluesatconvergenceareobtained,wecanderivestandard
errorsforthemixedmodelestimatorsasshowninLinandZhang(1999),i.e.,by
approximatingthecovariancematrixof(β,α)byitsBayesiancounterpart.This
approximatedcovariancematrixisgivenby:
M =

X˘WX˘ X˘WZ˘
Z˘WX˘ G−1+Z˘WZ˘


−1
, (2.40)
whichcorrespondstotheinverseofthematrixontheleft-handsideofEq.(2.32).
Thuswecanobtainstandarderrorsforη=Xβ+Zαbytakingthesquareroot
oftheelementsofVar(η),whichareobtainedas:
Var(ηj)=diag([X:Z]M[X:Z])jj,
whereM isdeﬁnedin(2.40). Approximatestandarderrorsforexp(η)canbe
derivedbyusingtheDeltamethod(see,e.g.,VerHoef,2012;Agresti,2015):
Var(exp(ηj))=Var(ηj)×(exp(ηj))2.
Ontheotherhand,wecancalculatetheeﬀectivedimensionoftheCLMM(on
theaggregatedscale)asthetraceoffolowinghatmatrixH:
H=[X˘:˘Z]M

X˘W
Z˘W

,
withM deﬁnedin(2.40).
Ilustrationusing mortalitydata
HereweilustratetheCLMMapproachusingaCanadian mortalitydataset,
whichwasobtainedfromtheHuman MortalityDatabase(HMD,http://www.
mortality.org). Thedatasetcontainstheobservedandexpectednumberof
deathsofCanadianfemalepopulationbysingleyearofage,from1to105years
(i.e.,x=(1,..,105)),forthreeselectedyears:1960,1990,and2010.Thecorre-
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spondingdeathrates(inlogscale)aredepictedinFigure2.3.
TodemonstratetheperformanceoftheCLMMapproach,wegroupedthe
deathcounts,ofeachselectedyear,into5-yearageclasses.TosetuptheCLMM
formulation,weuse18equaly-spacedknotsforthecubicB-splinebasisanda
secondorderpenaltyineachcase. Also,weusetheexpectednumberofdeaths
asthevectorofexposuresefattheﬁnescale. Thecompositionmatrixforal
thecasescanbeconstructedinasimilarfashionasin(2.2). Figure2.3shows
theresultingCLMMestimatesforthe(log)deathrates(solidlines),whichare
computedasXβ+Zα
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,andtheirassociated95%conﬁdenceintervals(dashed
lines).Theoptimalvaluesofthesmoothingparametersforyears1960,1990,and
2010were4.38,12.64,and3.88,respectively.Inalthecases,theCLMMprovides
accurateresults,exceptperhapsatyoungerandolderages.Infact,theconﬁdence
intervalsaremorewiderintheseparts.
Figure2.3:Rawfemaledeathrates(onlogscale)inCanada(dotpoints),fromages1to
105andforthreeselectedyears.Thecoloredsolidlinesrepresenttheestimatedtrends
usingtheCLMMapproach,fromgroupedcountsin5-yearageclasses.Ineachcase,the
dashedlinescorrespondtotheapproximate95%conﬁdenceintervalsoftheestimated
trend.
Intheexampleprovidedabove,thevectorefisknowninadvance.Ifthiswere
notthecase,andonlygroupedexposuresareavailable,wecanusetheCLMM
approachtoobtainexposureestimatesattherequiredﬁnescale.
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2.3 MultidimensionalextensionofCLMMs
IntheprevioussectionwehavepresentedtheCLMMapproachfortheunivariate
case,i.e.,whencountdataaregroupedintoseveralclassesalongonedimension.
Butitmayoccurthatthesetypeofdataareavailableinanaggregatedformover
multipledimensions. Forexample,wecanhaveabivariatehistogramofdeath
counts,wheretheﬁrstdimensionisformedbyageclassesandthesecondbycal-
endaryearintervals.Insuchcase,itwouldbedesirabletoestimatetheunderlying
mortalitydistributionbyeachsingleyearoldandeachcalendaryear.Anotherex-
amplecomesfromdiseasemapping,wheretheobservedandtheexpectednumbers
ofdeathsforparticulardiseasearerecordedatmunicipalitylevel. Aresearcher
couldbeinterestedintoanalysethespatialdistributionofthemortalityrisk,but
ataﬁnerspatialresolution. TheCLMMapproachpresentedinSection2.2can
beextendedtohandlesuchsituationsinanelegantway.Inthisnewcontext,the
vectorγwilrepresentasmoothedsurfaceatthedesiredﬁnescale.
Inthissectionwewilfocusonthecasewhencountdataareavailablein
multidimensionalcoarsegrids,andwildiscussthecaseofspatialyaggregated
countdatainChapter3.
2.3.1 PCLMsfordatawitharraystructure
InordertopresenttheextensionofCLMMstothemultidimensionalarraycase,let
ﬁrstintroducetheextensionofthePCLMapproachinthiscontext.Forsimplicity,
wewililustratethetwo-dimensionalcasebelow.
Letusconsiderx1=(x11,..,x1m1)andx2=(x21,..,x2m2)astwocovariates
deﬁnedataﬁnescale.Supposethatweobserveavectorofaggregatedcountsy
oflengthn=n1n2,withnd≤md,d=1,2,thathaveanarraystructure,i.e.,
y=vec(Y),wherevec(·)denotesthevectorizationoperatorand:
Y=


y11 y12 ··· y1n2
y21 y22 ··· y2n2.. .. ... ..
yn11 yn12 ···yn1n2


.
Then,thePCLMgiveninEq.(2.13)canbeextendedtothetwo-dimensionalarray
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casebyconsideringthematrixBas:
B=B2⊗B1, (2.41)
whereeachmarginalB-splinebasisBdofdimensionmd×cdisconstructedfrom
covariatexd,d=1,2;andthecompositionmatrixCas:
C=C2⊗C1, (2.42)
whereeachmarginalcompositionmatrixCdofdimensionnd×md,d=1,2,reﬂects
theaggregationprocessineachdimension.InEq.(2.41)andEq.(2.42)itappears
thematrixoperator⊗,whichdenotestheKroneckerproductoftwomatrices.
RegardingthepenaltymatrixP,itcanbegeneralizedtothetwo-dimensional
caseas:
P=λ1Ic2⊗D1D1+λ2D2D2⊗Ic1, (2.43)
whereλdisasmoothingparameterthatcontrolstheamountofthesmoothness
alongthecovariatexd,andDdistheqthd orderdiﬀerencematrix,d=1,2.The
penaltymatrixinEq.(2.43)isanisotropic,sinceitconsidersadiﬀerentamountof
smoothingineachdimension. Moreover,thismatrixcanbewritteninacompact
notationas:
P=λ2D2D2⊕λ1D1D1,
wherethematrixoperator⊕denotestheKroneckersumoftwomatrices.
Noticethat,inthisnewcontext,thevectorofregressioncoeﬃcientsθoflength
c1c2canbearrangedintoamatrixΘofdimensionc1×c2.Thus,wehavethat
θ=vec(Θ),where:
Θ=


θ11 θ12 ··· θ1c2
θ21 θ22 ··· θ2c2.. .. ... ..
θc11 θc12 ···θc1c2


.
Therefore,theexpressionBθ(withBdeﬁnedasinEq.(2.41))ofthemodelgiven
inEq.(2.3)canbecomputedas:
(B2⊗B1)θ=vec(B1ΘB2). (2.44)
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Theexpressioninright-handsideofEq.(2.44)avoidsthecomputationofmatrix
BinEq.(2.41). Also,thenumberofmultiplicationsontheright-handsideis
muchlessthanthatonthelefthandside.
Theestimationofthetwo-dimensionalPCLMisdoneusingthesameme-
thodologythatweshowedinSection2.1,wherenowthestrategyistoevaluate
theinformationcriterionforaﬁnegridofvaluesofthesmoothingparameters.
However,sinceKroneckerproductsofmatricesareinvolvedhere,theestimation
processissusceptibletorunintoproblemsintermsofstorageandcomputational
burden.Asolutionforthiscaseistheappropriateuseofanarithmeticofarrays
providedbyCurrieetal.(2006)andEilersetal.(2006). Thesealgorithmsare
referredasgeneralizedlineararraymodels,orGLAMs,sincetheyaredeveloped
undertheGLMframework. TheGLAMmethodswereinspiredtoprovideeﬃ-
cientarraycomputationsasinEq.(2.44).Sinceweareworkinginamixedmodel
framework,wewilshowtheuseofGLAMalgorithmsintheCLMMcontextlater.
Three-dimensionalcase
TheextensionofthePCLMapproachtomorethantwodimensionsisstraight-
forward.Forexample,forthethree-dimensioncase,thegroupedcountsycanbe
arrangedinathree-dimensionalarrayofdimensionn1×n2×n3.Thecorresponding
regressionbasisBforthePCLMis:
B=B3⊗B2⊗B1, (2.45)
whereeachBdisamarginalB-splinebasisofdimensionmd×cdconstructedfrom
acovariatexddeﬁnedatﬁnescale,ford=1,2,3. Thus,thedimensionofthe
matrixinEq.(2.45)ism1m2m3×c1c2c3,wheremdisthelengthofthevectorxd.
Thecompositionmatrixforthiscaseis:
C=C3⊗C2⊗C1, (2.46)
andthethree-dimensionalpenaltymatrixthatpenalizestheregressioncoeﬃcients
θis:
P=λ1D1D1⊗Ic2⊗Ic3+λ2Ic1⊗D2D2⊗Ic3+λ3Ic1⊗Ic2⊗D3D3, (2.47)
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or,expressedintermsofKroneckersums:
P=λ3D3D3⊕λ2D2D2⊕λ1D1D1.
2.3.2 MultidimensionalmixedmodelformulationofP-splines
InordertoextendtheCLMMtothemultidimensionalarraycase,weusethe
multidimensionalmixedformulationofP-splines. Theformulationforthetwo-
dimensionalcaseisbrieﬂydescribedbelow.Formoredetails,seeLee(2010).
TheaimistoﬁndatransformationmatrixTsuchthatwecanreparameterize
theregressionbasisBinEq.(2.41)anditsassociatedregressioncoeﬃcientsθas:
B→[X:Z] andθ→(β,α).
Forthat,weconsidertheSVDofthemarginalpenaltyPd=DdDdthatare
involvedinEq.(2.43):
Pd=UdΣdUd,
whereΣdisadiagonalmatrixthatcontainstheeigenvaluesoftheSVDofPdand
Udisthecorrespondingmatrixofeigenvectors,ford=1,2.Asintheunivariate
case,eachmatrixPdcanbedecomposedasinEq.(2.20),wherenowUdnandUds
arematricescontainingtheeigenvectorsassociatedtothenulandnon-nulparts,
respectively,andΣ˜dhas(cd−qd)positiveeigenvalues,ford=1,2.Therefore,we
candeﬁneasuitabletransformationmatrixTas:
T=[U2n⊗U1n
Tn
:U2s⊗U1n:U2n⊗U1s:U2s⊗U1s
Ts
], (2.48)
whichisobtainedbyreorderingtheblockmatricesofthematrix[U2n:U2s]⊗
[U1n:U1s].Then,giventhetransformationmatrixinEq.(2.48),themixedmodel
matricesforthetwo-dimensionalcaseareobtainedas:
X=BTn=(B2⊗B1)(U2n⊗U1n)=B2U2n⊗B1U1n,
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and
Z=BTs
=(B2⊗B1)[U2s⊗U1n:U2n⊗U1s:U2s⊗U1s]
=[B2U2s⊗B1U1n:B2U2n⊗B1U1s:B2U2s⊗B1U1s].
DenotingthematricesXd=BdUdnandZd=BdUds(d=1,2),theprevious
mixedmodelmatricescanbeexpressedas:
X=X2⊗X1,
Z=[Z2⊗X1:X2⊗Z1:Z2⊗Z1].
(2.49)
Thenewmixedmodelcoeﬃcientsβandαareobtainedfromθasβ=Tnθand
α=Tsθ.
GiventhetransformationmatrixTinEq.(2.48)andthetwo-dimensional
penaltymatrixdeﬁnedinEq.(2.43),thenewtwo-dimensionalmixedmodelpenalty
matrixΥisgivenasinEq.(2.23),butwithq=q1q2andFdeﬁnedastheblock-
diagonalmatrix:
F=


λ2˜Σ2⊗Iq1
λ1Iq2⊗Σ˜1
λ2˜Σ2⊗Ic1−q1+λ1Ic2−q2⊗Σ˜1

, (2.50)
wherethematricesΣ˜d(d=1,2)weredeﬁnedabove.
Usingthepreviousmixedmodelrepresentation,wecanextendtheCLMM
giveninEq.(2.25)tothetwo-dimensionalarraycase,byconsideringnowthe
mixedmodelmatricesXandZdeﬁnedinEq.(2.49),thecompositionmatrix
giveninEq.(2.42),andthecovariancematrixG asinEq.(2.24)butwithF
deﬁnedasin(2.50).Theestimationprocedurecanbecarriedoutasitwasshown
inSection2.2.Inthenextsectionwewildetailarraycomputationsforthetwo-
dimensionalCLMMusingGLAMalgorithms.
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Three-dimensional case
We can also extend the mixed model formulation of P-splines to the multidi-
mensional case. For example, for the three-dimensional case, the transformation
matrix T can be defined as:
T = [U3n : U3s]⊗ [U2n : U2s]⊗ [U1n : U1s]. (2.51)
As in the two-dimensional case, we reorder the block matrices in Eq. (2.51) into
two sub-blocks as T = [Tn : Ts], where:
Tn = U3n ⊗U2n ⊗U1n,
Ts = [ U3s ⊗U2n ⊗U1n : U3n ⊗U2s ⊗U1n : U3n ⊗U2n ⊗U1s :
U3s ⊗U2s ⊗U1n : U3s ⊗U2n ⊗U1s : U3n ⊗U2s ⊗U1s : U3s ⊗U2s ⊗U1s].
Then, the three-dimensional mixed model matrices for the CLMM are given by:
X = X3 ⊗X2 ⊗X1,
Z = [ Z3 ⊗X2 ⊗X1 : X3 ⊗ Z2 ⊗X1 : X3 ⊗X2 ⊗ Z1 :
Z3 ⊗ Z2 ⊗X1 : Z3 ⊗X2 ⊗ Z1 : X3 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z1 : Z3 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z1],
(2.52)
where Xd = BdUdn and Zd = BdUds, for d = 1, 2, 3.
The block diagonal matrix F for the three-dimensional case is given by:
F = blockdiag (λ3F3u, λ2F2u, λ1F1u,
λ2F22 + λ3F32, λ1F12 + λ3F31, λ1F11 + λ2F21,
λ1F1t + λ2F2t + λ3F3t) ,
(2.53)
where:
F1u = Iq3 ⊗ Iq2 ⊗ Σ˜1, F2u = Iq3 ⊗ Σ˜2 ⊗ Iq1 , F3u = Σ˜3 ⊗ Iq2 ⊗ Iq1 ,
F11 = Iq3 ⊗ Ic2−q2 ⊗ Σ˜1, F12 = Ic3−q3 ⊗ Iq2 ⊗ Σ˜1, F21 = Iq3 ⊗ Σ˜2 ⊗ Ic1−q1 ,
F22 = Ic3−q3 ⊗ Σ˜2 ⊗ Iq1 , F31 = Σ˜3 ⊗ Iq2 ⊗ Ic1−q1 , F32 = Σ˜3 ⊗ Ic2−q2 ⊗ Iq1 ,
F1t = Ic3−q3 ⊗ Ic2−q2 ⊗ Σ˜1, F2t = Ic3−q3 ⊗ Σ˜2 ⊗ Ic1−q1 , F3t = Σ˜3 ⊗ Ic2−q2 ⊗ Ic1−q1 .
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ThematrixFin(2.53)wilbeusedinChapter4,wherewewilanalysecount
datathatarespatio-temporalyaggregated.
2.3.3 Array methodsfor multidimensionalCLMMs
Whenwearedealingwiththeestimationoftheunderlyingdistributioninseveral
dimensions,wearesusceptibletoencounterproblemswithstorageandcomputa-
tionaltime.Inthecaseofdataarrangedinmultidimensionalgrids,itispossibleto
circumventtheseproblemsusingtheGLAMalgorithmsdevelopedbyCurrieetal.
(2006)andEilersetal.(2006).InthissectionweshowtheuseofGLAMalgo-
rithmsinthePCLMMcontext,whentheaggregateddatahavearraystructure.In
Section2.2,weproposedtheuseoftherestrictedmaximumlog-likelihood(REML)
fortheestimationofthesmoothingparameters.Given(2.37)andthedeﬁnitionsof
V,|V|andV−1inEq.(2.35),Eq.(2.38),andEq.(2.39),wecanusetheGLAMal-
gorithmsforafastandeﬃcientcomputationofthematrixcross-products:Z˘WZ˘,
X˘WZ˘,˘XWz,˘ZWz,etc.,andestimatethesmoothingparametersbyREML.
ToilustratetheimplementationoftheGLAMalgorithms,wedividetheex-
pressionforREMLinfourpartsas:
−12log|V|
partI
−12log|˘XV
−1X˘|
partII
−12(zV
−1z
partIII
−zV−1X˘(˘XV−1X˘)−1X˘V−1z
partIV
).
HereweusesomeGLAMnotationanddeﬁnitionsproposedbyCurrieetal.
(2006)andEilersetal.(2006),asforexample,therowtensoroftwomatrices,G,
andtherotatedH-transformofanarraybyamatrix,ρ(fortheirdeﬁnitions,see
AppendixA).
PartI:Arraycomputationoflog|V|
GiventhecovariancematrixG=σ2F−1,withσ2=1(Poissoncase)andFdeﬁned
in(2.50),andconsideringEq.(2.38),thetermlog|V|canbewrittenas:
log|V|=−log|W|+log|F−1|+log|F+Z˘WZ˘|. (2.54)
SinceW isadiagonalmatrixandFisablock-diagonalmatrix,theﬁrsttwo
termsinEq.(2.54)arecalculatedas−log|W|=− log(µi)andlog|F−1|=
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− log(Fii),whereFiidenotethediagonalelementsofF.
ForthecomputationofZ˘WZ˘inEq.(2.54),noticethatwecanreducethis
expressionas:
Z˘WZ˘=(CΓZ)W−1(CΓZ). (2.55)
SincethecompositionmatrixCisgivenbyC=C2⊗C1andthemodelmatrix
ZcanberewrittenasZ=[Z2⊗X1:˜Z2⊗Z1],where˜Z2=X2⊗Z2,theproduct
ofmatricesCΓZinEq.(2.55)canbecomputedas:
CΓZ≡[ρ(G(Z2,C2),ρ(G(X1,C1),˜Γ)):ρ(G(˜Z2,C2),ρ(G(Z1,C1),˜Γ))],(2.56)
whereΓ˜isamatrixofdimensionm1×m2,whoseentriesaretheelementsofthe
diagonalofΓ,thatis,vec(˜Γ)=γ. Thesymbol≡meansthatbothsideshave
thesameelementsbutinadiﬀerentorder.
PartII:Arraycomputationoflog|˘XV−1X˘|
UsingEq.(2.39),wecanrewriteX˘V−1X˘as:
X˘V−1X˘=X˘WX˘−X˘WZ˘(F+Z˘WZ˘)−1˘ZWX˘. (2.57)
SinceZ˘WZ˘waspreviouslycalculatedandZ˘WX˘=(X˘WZ˘),weonlyneedto
computetheexpressionsX˘WX˘ andX˘WZ˘inEq.(2.57). Noticethatwecan
reducethemas:
X˘WX˘ =(CΓX)W−1(CΓX), (2.58)
X˘WZ˘ =(CΓX)W−1(CΓZ). (2.59)
wheretheexpressionCΓZwascalculatedinEq.(2.56). Consideringthemixed
modelmatrixX=X2⊗X1,theexpressionCΓX,whichappearsinEq.(2.58)
andEq.(2.59),canbecomputedas:
CΓX≡ρ(G(X2,C2),ρ(G(X1,C1),˜Γ)), (2.60)
withΓ˜deﬁnedabove.
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PartIII:ArraycomputationofzV−1z
GivenEq.(2.39),wecanwritezV−1zas:
zV−1z=zWz−zWZ˘(F+Z˘WZ˘)−1˘ZWz, (2.61)
wherezWziscalculatedas µiz2i. WecanrewritetheexpressionzWZ˘in
Eq.(2.61)as:
zWZ˘=zCΓZ,
whereCΓZwascalculatedinEq.(2.56).
PartIV:ArraycomputationofzV−1X˘(˘XV−1X˘)−1X˘V−1z
Wehaveshownhowtocompute X˘V−1X˘ inEq.(2.57). Thus,weonlyneedto
computezV−1X˘(sinceX˘V−1z=(zV−1X˘)). GivenEq.(2.39),wecanwrite
zV−1X˘as:
zV−1X˘=zWX˘−zWZ˘(F+Z˘WZ˘)−1˘ZWX, (2.62)
wherealthequantitieswerecomputedpreviously,exceptzWX˘,whichiscom-
putedas:
zWX˘=zCΓX,
whereCΓXwascalculatedinEq.(2.60).
2.3.4 Ilustrations
HereweilustratetheCLMMapproachforcoarselygroupeddatawitharraystruc-
ture.Forthetwo-dimensionalcase,weuseadatasetrelatedwithAmericanmale
deathsbyrespiratorydiseases(indexedbyageandyearatdeath);andforthe
three-dimensionalcase,weuseaCanadianfertilitydataset,whichisrecordedby
ageofthemother,calendaryears,andbirthorder.
Deathsbyrespiratorydiseases
ConsiderthedeathcountsbyrespiratorydiseasesofAmericanmalesfromages1
to100,andfrom1959to1998(formoredetailsaboutthisdata,seeCurrieetal.,
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2006). TheserawdataaredisplayedinFigure2.4a.Supposethatweobserve
aggregateddeathcounts,recordedinﬁve-yearageandfour-yearclasses,instead
ofthepreviousrawdata. Figure2.4bshowsthebivariatehistogramforthese
aggregatedcounts,whichisformedby200classes(thatis,theresultingproduct
ofthe20agegroupsand10yeargroups).
Inordertoestimatetheunderlyingdistributionbehindtheseaggregateddata,
weapplytheCLMMapproach(forarraydata)describedpreviously.Inthiscase,
x1=(1,..,100)andx2=(1959,..,1998)arethevectorsofagesandyears
attheﬁneresolution,andC=C2⊗C1,whereC1andC2arethe(marginal)
compositionmatricesforagesandyears,ofdimensions20×100and10×40,
respectively.Figure2.4cshowsthesmoothedbivariatedistributionobtainedfrom
theCLMMapproach,wherenumberofequaly-spacedknotsusedforx1andx2
AgesYears
Death counts
are25and10,respectively. Weobservethatthesmootheddistributionclosely
folowsthebivariatetrenddisplayedbytheoriginalrawdata. Thisisduein
partbythelevelsofaggregationofeachdimension.Ingeneral,thesmoothed
CLMMdistributionwilloseprecision,ifweobservewideclassesattheedgeof
thehistogram.Sinceweareonlyconsideringdeathcounts,awaytoimprovethe
descriptionofthemortalityisconsideringavectorofexposures.
Age groupsYear groups
Aggregated counts
(a)Rawcounts
AgesYears
Death counts
0
200
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
(b)Groupedcounts (c)EstimatedCLMMdistribution
Figure2.4:Americanmaledeathsbyrespiratorydiseasesduringtheperiod1959-1998,
fromages1to100. Theleftand middlepanelsrepresentthesedeathsastotalsof
one-yearage/one-yearclassesandﬁve-yearage/four-yearclassesrespectively.Theright
panelshowstheestimateddistributionusingPoissonCLMMapproachforarraydata.
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Consideringthearraymethodsdescribedpreviouslyintotheiterativeproce-
dure(toobtaintheestimateddistributiondepictedinFigure2.4c),theresulting
computingtimetookabout61.840seconds(IntelR CoreTMi7,1.80GHz, Win-
dows8.1).Ontheotherhand,ifwedisregardtheuseofthesearraymethods,the
computingtimetookabout221.360seconds;thatis,forthiscase,thecomputing
timewasreducedinabout3.6times. Thisshowstheusefulnessoftheadapted
GLAMalgorithmsdevelopedinthissection,forCLMMestimation,intermsof
computationalspeed.
Fertilityratescolectedbyage,year,andbirthorder
ToilustratetheCLMMforthethree-dimensional,weuseaCanadianfertil-
itydataset(downloadedfromtheHumanFertilitydatabase,HFD,http://www.
humanfertility.org/)thatconsistsofbirthcountsandage-speciﬁcfertilityrates
recordedbyage(whichvariesfrom15to54years),calendaryear(from1944to
2009),andbirthorder(from1stto4th). Thefemalepopulationexposurecan
bethenderivedusingthesedata.Toshowhowourmethodologyworks,wehave
groupedthebirthcountsandtheexposuresinto5-yearageclasses,andcalendar
yearclassesofdiﬀerentlengths(startingwithfourclassesoflength10,folowedby
ﬁveclassesoflength5).TheleftpanelsofFigure2.5a,Figure2.5b,Figure2.5c,
andFigure2.5dshowthefertilityratesresultingfromthisaggregationforthe1st,
2nd,3rd,and4thbirthorder,respectively.
Nowweapplythethree-dimensionalCLMMapproachtothepreviousgrouped
counts,inordertoobtaindetailedtrendsataﬁneresolution.Inthiscasewecon-
sidertheknownfemalepopulationexposureattheﬁneresolutionasef.Tosetup
theCLMMformulation,weusex1=(15,..,54)(forages),x2=(1945,..,2009)
(foryears),andx3=(1,..,4)(forbirthorders)ascovariatesattheﬁneresolu-
tion. Wechoose10,16,and3equaly-spacedknotsforthemarginalcubicB-spline
basesBd,respectively,andsecondorderpenalties,ford=1,2,3.Aboutthecom-
positionmatrixCinEq.(2.46),sincewehavenotaggregatedthedatabybirth
order,themarginalcompositionmatrixC3isequaltoI4.Thedimensionsofthe
othermarginalcompositionmatricesC1andC2are8×40and9×65,respectively.
TherightpanelsofFigure2.5a,Figure2.5b,Figure2.5c,andFigure2.5d
showtheresultingCLMMestimatesforthefertilityratesalongagesandyears,
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for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th birth order, respectively. We observe more detailed
insights of the Canadian fertility, delineating clearly lower and higher fertility
rates. Figure 2.6a shows the estimated fertility rates using the CLMM approach
at age 36, for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th birth orders. We observe the patterns that the
solid curves exhibit follow closely the true distribution of the fertility rates (dot
points), except perhaps in the left extremes of some curves where we have less
information (recall the aggregation procedure previously done). Figure 2.6b shows
the estimated fertility rates using the CLMM approach for year 1990. In this case,
we have calculated the true and the estimated total fertility rates, obtaining similar
results. Notice here that, in the case of the 1st birth order, the red curve departs
slightly from the raw distribution from ages 15 to 27. This can be improved if we
incorporate more information in the left part of the curve, i.e., fertility information
below 15 years old.
2.4 Summary of the chapter
In this chapter we introduced the composite link mixed model approach for grouped
count data. It is a generalization of the penalized composite link model (Eil-
ers, 2007), which allows us to incorporate a vector of exposures defined at a fine
scale (to analyse rates instead of counts) and more complex structures in terms
of random effects. We have presented a parameter estimation procedure for the
composite link mixed model, and extended the approach to the multidimensional
array case. The latter is achieved by using the Kronecker product operator, thus
allowing the use of GLAM algorithms to speed up computations. Several examples
were presented in order to illustrate our methodology for the unidimensional and
multidimensional array cases.
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and(b)foryear1990.
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Chapter 3
Estimation of latent spatial
trends with the composite link
mixed model approach
In this chapter we develop a novel methodology for the analysis of spatially aggre-
gated data, based on the CLMM approach introduced in Chapter 2. The spatial
CLMM allows us to create mortality risk maps, from these spatially aggregated
data, at a desirable fine resolution. As we have seen in Section 1.2, this fine resolu-
tion can be determined by a fine grid, i.e., area-to-point (ATP) case, or by smaller
geographical units than the original ones, i.e., the area-to-area (ATA) case. The
spatial CLMM can handle this two types of spatial disaggregation in an elegant
way. Moreover, in this chapter we present a methodology to take into account
the problem of overdispersion in count data. Part of the results given here are
published in Ayma et al. (2016).
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1 we present the extension
of the CLMM approach to develop a new methodology for the ATP and ATA
cases. In Section 3.2 we present a methodology to deal with the problem of
overdispersion in count data, by incorporating individual random effects at the
aggregated scale. In Section 3.3 we illustrate the spatial CLMM approach for the
ATP case, where our methodology is compared with the ATP Poisson kriging of
Goovaerts (2006). Here, we use two datasets related with female deaths by lung
cancer in Indiana, USA, and male lip cancer incidence in Scotland counties. In
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Section3.4weilustrateourmethodologyfortheATAcase,whereweuseafemale
deathdatasetbycardiovasculardiseasesintheCommunityofMadrid.Also,we
ilustrateheretheinclusionofexplanatoryvariables,deﬁnedataﬁnescale,into
theCLMMformulation.Finaly,inSection3.5wegiveasummaryofthischapter.
3.1 Thespatialcompositelinkmixedmodelap-
proach
InordertopresenttheextensionoftheCLMMapproachgiveninSection2.2to
thespatialcase,webrieﬂyreviewtheP-splinemethodologyanditsmixedmodel
formulationtothespatialcase.
3.1.1 P-spline methodologyforspatialdata
AswehaveseeninChapter2,theP-splinemethodologyisbasedontheuseofa
regressionbasisandapenaltymatrixthatcontrolstheamountofsmoothnessof
theﬁttedcurve.Inatwo-dimensionalcontext,wherethespatialcaseisincluded,
thereexistseveralapproachesfortheelectionofthebasisandthepenalty(see,for
example,Ruppertetal.,2003;Kammannand Wand,2003; Wood,2006b).How-
ever,mostofthemassumethesameamountofsmoothnessinbothdirections(i.e.,
isotropyproperty)and/ortheselectionoftheknots(toconstructtheregression
basis)isnoteasytoimplement.HerewefolowtheproposalofLeeandDurb´an
(2009)anduseatensorproductofB-splinebaseswithequaly-spacedknots.
Forsimplicity,assumewehavenormalydistributedspatialdata(x1j,x2j,yj),
j=1,..,m,wherex1andx2arethegeographicalcoordinates(longitudeand
latitude,respectively)andyistheresponsevariable.Then,asmoothmodelfor
thedataisgivenby:
y=f(x1,x2)+ =Bθ+ , N(0,σ2I), (3.1)
whereBisaregressionbasisconstructedfromx1andx2,andθisthevectorof
regressioncoeﬃcients.Toachievesmoothness,apenaltymatrixPisintroduced
bymodifyingthecorrespondingsumofsquares(seeEq.(2.9)). Folowingthe
proposalofLeeandDurb´an(2009),theregressionbasisBisconstructedasthe
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Box-productor‘row-wise’Kroneckerproduct(Eilersetal.,2006)oftwomarginal
B-splinebasesB1=B(x1)andB2=B(x2)ofdimensionsm×c1andm×c2,
respectively:
B=B2 B1=(B2⊗1c1) (1c2⊗B1), (3.2)
where representstheHadamardor‘element-wise’product.Thematrixoperator
inEq.(3.2)receivesthenameof‘row-wise’Kroneckerproduct,becausethei-th
rowofB2 B1inEq.(3.2)istheKroneckerproductofthei-throwsofB2and
B1. Withthisnewregressionbasis,thegeographicalcoordinatesarenotsubject
tobeonaregulargrid.
RegardingthepenaltymatrixPforthespatialcase,itisthesameasinthe
two-dimensionalarraycasegiveninEq.(2.43).Thisisbecausethepenaltymatrix
actsontheregressioncoeﬃcientsθ(whichcanbealwaysarrangedinarrayform)
anddoesnotdependonthedatastructure. Moreover,sinceitisananisotropic
penalty(i.e.,λ1=λ2),itissuitableforcaseswhendiﬀerentdegreesofsmoothing
foreachdimensionareneeded,orwhencovariatesaremeasuredindiﬀerentscales.
WithintheP-splineframework,theﬁttedvaluesofthemodelgiveninEq.(3.1)
areobtainedasinEq.(2.10),withBandPdeﬁnedinEq.(3.2)andEq.(2.43),
respectively. Optimalvaluesforthesmoothingparametersλ1andλ2canbe
obtainedbyminimizinganinformationcriterionsuchasAICorBIC(asinthe
multidimensionalarraycase).
Themodelingofnon-normaldata,asinthecaseofspatialcountdata,is
achievedbyextendingtheP-splinemethodologytotheGLMsetting. Moreover,
itcanbeextendedtotheGLMMframework,wherethespatialB-splinebasisand
thetwo-dimensionaldiscretepenaltyarereformulatedintoamixedmodelsetting
(seeLeeandDurb´an,2009,formoredetails).Thelaterisbrieﬂydescribedbelow.
3.1.2 Spatial mixed modelformulationofP-splines
Asintheunidimensionalandmultidimensionalarraycases,itispossibletorepa-
rameterizethespatialregressionbasisBinEq.(3.2)intothemixedmodelframe-
work(i.e.,B→ [X:Z]). ThiswasshownbyLee(2010),wheretheorthogonal
transformationmatrixTinEq.(2.48)isusedtoachievethedesirereparameteri-
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zation.Theresultingmixedmodelmatricesforspatialdataare:
X=X2 X1,
Z=[Z2 X1:X2 Z1:Z2 Z1],
(3.3)
whereXd=BdUdnandZd=BdUds,ford=1,2. Noticethatthestructureof
themixedmodelmatricesinEq.(3.3)issimilartothosegiveninEq.(2.49)(for
thearraycase),butwith operatorsinsteadof⊗. Thisreparameterizationis
notstraightforwardasitmayseemandspecialmatrixalgebraresultsareneeded.
Ontheotherhand,andsinceweareusingthepenaltymatrixPinEq.(2.43),
themixedmodelpenaltymatrixforthespatialcaseisthesameasinthetwo-
dimensionalarraycase,withthemixedmodelblock-diagonalmatrixFdeﬁnedin
(2.50).
3.1.3 Spatialcompositelink mixed models
Consideringthespatialmixedmodelreformulationgivenabove,wecangeneralize
theCLMMapproachintroducedinChapter2tothespatialcase.
Supposethatweobserveavectorofaggregatedcountsy,assumedPoisson
distributedwithmeanvectorµ,whichareavailableovernnon-overlappingge-
ographicalunitsvi,i=1,..,n.Letx1andx2bethegeographicalcoordinates
(longitudeandlatitude,respectively)oflengthmthatdeﬁnethedesirableﬁne
spatialresolution.Then,thespatialCLMMisgivenas:
µ=Csγ=Cs(ef∗exp(Xβ+Zα)),withα∼N(0,G(λ1,λ2)), (3.4)
wherenowXandZarethespatialmixedmodelmatricesdeﬁnedinEq.(3.3),
withtheinverseofthecovariancematrixGfortherandomeﬀectscoeﬃcientsα
givenasinEq.(2.50).Thevectorefisconsiderednowasthevectorofexposures
attheﬁnespatialresolution,wheregeographicalunitsx1andx2aredeﬁned.
ThenewspatialcompositionmatrixCsisﬁxed(asusual)anditsstructure
dependsontherelationshipbetweenthecoarseandtheﬁnespatialresolutions
(deﬁnedbythegeographicalunitsvi,andtheﬁne-scalegeographicalcoordinates
x1andx2,respectively).Hereweilustratetwopossiblecases:theﬁrstonewhere
theﬁnescaleresolutionisgivenbyaﬁnegridoverthestudyregion(whichis
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formed by the units vi), and the second one where the fine resolution is given
by small geographical units that are contained in the coarser units vi. These
two situations are called the area-to-point (ATP) and area-to-area (ATA) cases,
respectively. Thus, we consider the coordinates (x1,x2) in the ATP case as the
centroids of the grid cells, whereas in the ATA case we consider them as the
centroids of the smaller units. These two cases were previously illustrated in
Chapter 1. Therefore, the elements of the spatial composition matrix Cs for the
ATP and ATA cases are given by:
cij =
 1 if (x1j, x2j) belongs to unit vi0 otherwise (3.5)
for i = 1, ..., n, and j = 1, ...,m, where (x1j, x2j) are the spatial coordinates for
the fine scale resolution.
Since our goal is to analyse rates, the vector ef has to be known in advance;
otherwise, it has to be estimated. If the vector of exposures is only available at
the aggregated level, a naive approach to estimate ef is to assume that these ag-
gregated exposures are evenly distributed throughout the fine resolution. Another
possibility is to apply the CLMM approach to the aggregated vector of exposures
to obtain estimates for ef.
The parameter estimation of the spatial CLMM given in Eq. (3.4) can be
carried out by using the procedure given in Section 2.2. From (3.5), we see that
the spatial composition matrix Cs is sparse (i.e., most of its elements are zero)
and, thus, sparse methods can be used in order to speed up computations (see,
for example, the packages of Bates and Maechler, 2015, and of
Koenker and Ng, 2016).
Before illustrating the spatial CLMM methodology for the ATA and ATP cases,
we will see in the next section how our approach can handle the overdispersion
problem, which frequently appears when we analyse count data.
3.2 Handling overdispersion with CLMMs
The CLMM approach is a useful tool for modelling aggregated or grouped counts.
However, it is assumed the counts for the groups follow Poisson distributions.
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Whenthisisnotthecase,becauseofoverdispersion(i.e.,thepresenceofextra
Poissonvariationduetoanunobservedheterogeneity),underestimationofthe
variabilityofestimatesmayoccur.Asasolutionfortheoverdispersionproblem,we
proposetointroduceindividualrandomeﬀectsforthelogarithmsoftheexpected
values,oneforeachgroupcount. Thiscanbeviewedasanadaptationofthe
PRIDE(‘penalizedregressionwithindividualdevianceeﬀects’)approachgivenby
PerperoglouandEilers(2010)andLeeandDurb´an(2009).Here,wedevelopthis
ideaundertheCLMMframework;thuswewilrefertothisapproachasCLMM-P.
Considerφ=Cγ,whereCisthecompositionmatrixandγisthevectorof
latentexpectationsattheﬁneresolution,withγ=ef∗exp(Xβ+Zα). Wecan
generalizetheCLMMformulationbyassumingthattheaggregatedcountsare
nowPoissondistributedwithmeanvector:
µ=exp(log(φ)+δ),α∼N(0,G),δ∼N(0,κ−1In), (3.6)
whereκisthedispersionparameterassociatedwiththeindividualrandomeﬀects
δ. Theserandomeﬀects(deﬁnedattheaggregatedscale)providesadeviceto
absorbtheoverdispersionthatcausestheextra-variability. Thus,inthemodel
givenbyEq.(3.6),wearesimultaneouslydealingwithparametersataggregated
andataﬁnerscale.
Consideringthepenalizedlog-likelihood:
∗P=log(f(y|α,δ))−12αG
−1α−12κδδ,
wheref(y|α,δ)denotesthejointdensitydistributionofyintheCLMM-Pcon-
text,andusingthePQLapproachfortheestimationoftheparametersβ,α,and
δinEq.(3.6),weobtainthefolowingsystemofequations:


X˘WX˘ X˘WZ˘ X˘W
Z˘WX˘ G−1+Z˘WZ˘ Z˘W
WX˘ WZ˘ κIn+W




β
α
δ

=


X˘Wz
Z˘Wz
Wz

, (3.7)
wherenowthe‘working’matricesaredeﬁnedasX˘=Φ−1CΓXand˘Z=Φ−1CΓZ,
withΦ=diag(φ)andΓ=diag(γ).Inthiscase,thematrixofweightsand
theworkingvectorareW =diag(µ),withµdeﬁnedasinEq.(3.6),andz=
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X˘β+Z˘α+δ+W−1(y−µ),respectively.
ItispossibletoreducethelargesystemofequationsgiveninEq.(3.7)by
deﬁningδas:
δ=(W +κIn)−1W(z−X˘β−Z˘α). (3.8)
Thus,ifwedeﬁne:
W∗=κ(W +κIn)−1W,
wehavethatκδ=W∗(z−X˘β−Z˘α).UsingthisresultinEq.(3.7),weobtain:

X˘W∗X˘ X˘W ∗˘Z
Z˘W∗X˘ G−1+Z˘W ∗˘Z



β
α

=

X˘W∗z
Z˘W∗z

.
ThisleadstothesamesystemofequationsofthePoissonCLMMwithoutover-
dispersion(seeEq.(2.32)),butchangingthematrixofweightstoW∗andthe
additionofthevectorδtotheworkingvector.Therefore,theparametersβand
αareestimatedasinEq.(2.33),withV=W∗−1+Z˘G˘Z,andδisestimated
usingEq.(3.8).Then,conditioningontheseestimates,thesmoothingparameters
(λ1andλ2)andthedispersionparameter(κ)areestimatedbytheapproximate
REMLin(2.37).
TocomputetheeﬀectivedimensionofthemodelgiveninEq.(3.6),thehat
matrixH∗fortheCLMM-Pisgivenby:
H∗=[X˘:˘Z:In]


X˘WX˘ X˘WZ˘ X˘W
Z˘WX˘ G−1+Z˘WZ˘ Z˘W
WX˘ WZ˘ κIn+W


−1

X˘W
Z˘W
W

.
3.3 CLMMapplicationtoarea-to-pointcase
Inthissectionweapplyourmethodologytotworealdatasets. Weusetheﬁrst
datasettoilustratethespatialCLMMapproachfortheATPcase. Withthe
seconddataset,weilustratehowtheCLMM-Papproachcanhandletheproblem
ofoverdispersion,oftenpresentincountdata.Forparameterestimation,wefolow
themethodologydescribedinSection2.2.Usingbothdatasets,wealsocompare
ourmethodologywiththeATPPoissonkrigingofGoovaerts(2006).Hereafterwe
refertothisapproachasPK. WestartﬁrstwithabrieﬂydescriptionofthePK
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approachfortheATPcase.
3.3.1 ATPPoissonkriging
TheATPPoissonkrigingapproachwasdevelopedbyGoovaerts(2006)andisim-
plementedinthegeostatisticalsoftwareSpaceStat4.0(http://www.biomedware.
com/). Giventheﬁnegridpointuj=(x1j,x2j),forj=1,..,m,withinage-
ographicalunitvδ,thePKestimatorisobtainedasalinearcombinationofthe
kernelrater(vδ)andtheratesobservedin(K−1)neighbouringunits:
rPK(uj)=
K
i=1
λi(uj)r(vi), (3.9)
whereλi(uj)isthekrigingweightassignedtotherater(vi)whenestimatingthe
riskatuj. ThePKvarianceassociatedtotheestimatorgiveninEq.(3.9)is
computedas:
σ2PK(uj)=C¯R(0)−
K
i=1
λi(uj)¯CR(vi,uj)−µ(uj). (3.10)
InEq.(3.10),C¯R(vi,uj)arearea-to-pointcovariancesthatareapproximatedas:
C¯R(vi,uj)=


Pi
j=1
wjj


−1
×
Pi
j=1
wjjC(uj,uj),
wherePiisthenumberofpointsusedtodiscretizetheunitviandtheweights
wjjarecomputedaswjj =n(uj)×n(uj),withn(uj)beingthepopulation
sizewithinthesquarecelcentredonuj. Then,theKkrigingweightsandthe
Lagrangeparameterµ(uj)arecomputedbysolvingthefolowingsystemoflinear
equations:
K
k=1
λk(uj)C¯R(vi,vk)+δikm
∗
n(vi) +µ(uj)=C¯R(vi,uj),i=1,..,K
K
k=1
λk(uj)=1
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where δik = 1 if i = k and 0 otherwise, m∗ is the population-weighted mean of
the n observed rates, n(vi) is the size of the population-at-risk in unit vi, and
C¯R(vi, vk) are area-to-area covariances that are approximated in a similar fashion
as the area-to-point covariances (see Eq. 8 in Goovaerts, 2006).
To solve the previous ATP kriging system, the point-support covariance of the
risk C(h), or equivalently a point-support semivariogram γ(h) has to be known
in advance. Since only aggregated data are available, this function cannot be esti-
mated directly from the observed rates. Goovaerts (2008) developed an iterative
procedure to conduct the derivation of γ(h) from the ‘regularized’ experimental
semivariogram computed from areal data (i.e., ‘deconvolution’ process), in pres-
ence of irregular geographical units and heterogeneous population distribution.
See Goovaerts (2008) for a detailed presentation of the deconvolution procedure
and demonstration of its performances in simulation studies.
Once we have briefly presented the PK approach, we proceed to apply the
CLMM, CLMM-P, and PK approaches to two real datasets: female deaths by
lung cancer in Indiana, USA, and male lip cancer incidence in Scotland counties.
3.3.2 Application 1: Lung cancer dataset
The lung cancer dataset comes from the Atlas of Cancer Mortality in the United
States (Pickle et al., 1999), and can be downloaded from http://ratecalc.
cancer.gov. This dataset has been previously analysed by Goovaerts (2006),
and it contains the number of white female deaths by lung cancer and the cor-
responding age-adjusted mortality rates (per 100000 person-years), recorded over
the period 1970-1994 in the state of Indiana at county level (92 counties in total).
The population-at-risk in each county can be estimated with the formula:
Total number of deaths (1970-1994)
Age-adjusted mortality rate (1970-1994) × 10
5 .
Goovaerts (2006) imposed a 55× 94 grid (with grid cells of 25 km2) over the map
of Indiana, leading to 3751 grid points that fall inside the map (see Figure 3.1a).
Next, he allocated the previous county-level population estimates to this fine grid,
according to the 2000 census block level data. Figure 3.1b shows the spatial distri-
bution of the population-at-risk on the fine grid, which reflects the heterogeneous
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repartition of population in Indiana. These high-resolution population estimates
were kindly provided by Dr. Pierre Goovaerts (BioMedware Inc., MI, USA) and
we will use them in subsequent analysis.
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(a) Fine grid (b) Population-at-risk on grid
(log10 scale)
Figure 3.1: The left map shows the fine grid obtained by imposing a 55 × 94 grid over
the map of Indiana, leading to 3751 grid points (blue points). The right map shows the
spatial distribution of the population-at-risk on this fine grid (on a log10 scale).
Figure 3.2a shows the spatial distribution of age-adjusted mortality rates (per
100000 person-years) for lung cancer in Indiana. We use a yellow-red color scheme
for data visualization, where the class boundaries correspond to the deciles of the
original rates. Rates higher than the median tend to be more red as they depart
from it, while lower rates tend to be more yellow. Since the sizes of the counties
in Indiana are relatively similar, it is easy to identify areas of excess in this region.
The highest rates are reported for the counties of Clark (30.637), Johnson (30.726),
and Marion (31.624), which is the most populated county in Indiana.
To reduce the noise present in lung cancer mortality rates, we first apply the
PGLMM approach (Lee and Durba´n, 2009) with the spatial coordinates of the
county centroids as covariates, second order penalties, and 22 equally-spaced knots
for each marginal cubic B-spline basis. Figure 3.2b shows the resulting smoothed
mortality risk, with range varying from 13.302 to 31.624. The maximum rates after
smoothing are still located in counties with the highest lung cancer rates. This
situation was also pointed out by Goovaerts (2006), when he analysed these data
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(atcountylevel)withdiﬀerentkrigingmethods.Forthisdataset,ifweincrease
thenumberofknotsinthePGLMMapproach,wewilobtainasimilarspatial
mortalitypatterntothatshowninFigure3.2b.
NowweapplytheCLMMapproachonthisdatasettoobtainacontinuousmor-
talityriskmap.Todothat,letusconsiderthenumberofwhitefemaledeathsby
lungcancerpercountyasthevectorofaggregatedcounts(y),andthepopulation-
at-riskontheﬁnegridof25km2cels(displayedinFigure3.1b)asthevectorof
exposuresatﬁneresolution(ef). TosetuptheCLMMformulation,weusethe
spatialcoordinatesofthegridpoints(seeFigure3.1a)ascovariatesatﬁneresolu-
tion,secondorderpenalties,and22equaly-spacedknotsforeachmarginalcubic
B-splinebasis. Then,wecanconstructthespatialcompositionmatrixasisde-
scribedinEq.(3.5).Figure3.2cshowstheresultingCLMMmortalityrisk,which
iscalculatedasrCLMM=105×exp(Xβ+Zα).Thisisoplethmapgivesamore
detailedimpressionofthemortalitydistribution,whereareasoflowerandhigher
mortalityrisksareclearlydelineatedonthemapofIndiana.Higherriskestimates
arestilobservedinthecountiesofClark,Johnson,andMarion,whilelowerrisk
estimatesaremoreconcentratedinsomesouth-westernandnorth-easterncounties
ofIndiana.
Tocompareourproposalwithotherexistingmethods,weapplythePKap-
proachofGoovaerts(2006)tothisdataset.Figure3.2dshowstheresultingPK
mortalityrisk,usingthesoftwareindicatedabove,togetherwiththeindications
giveninGoovaerts(2006)fortheestimationofthiscontinuoussurface.ThePK
approachprovidesasimilarspatialpatterntotheCLMMapproach,withsome
discrepanciesinthenorthandsouth-eastofthecentralcounties. Weshouldnote
thattheapplicationofbothapproachestothisdatasetproducessomeriskesti-
matesatﬁnescalethatexceedthemaximumrawlungmortalityrate(31.795).
Forexample,themaximumriskestimatesfortheCLMMandPKare34.067and
33.896,respectively.
Figure3.3showsthestandarderrormapsassociatedwiththemortalityrisk
mapsgivenatthebottomofFigure3.2.ThePKstandarderrorsarecalculated
asthesquarerootofthePKvariances(seeEq.(3.10)). MostoftheCLMMstan-
darderrorsarelowerthanthoseobtainedwiththePK,throughIndianacounties,
showingthatCLMMreducestheuncertainty.
TocomparetheaggregationsresultingfromtheCLMMandPKapproaches,
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wecancomputethecorrespondingAICusingtheestimatedmeansµˆCLMMand
µˆPK,respectively.TheﬁrstoneiscalculatedasinEq.(3.4),whiletheelements
ofthesecondareobtainedfromGoovaerts(2006,Eq.15)as:
µˆPK(vi)=10−5×e(vi)rPK(vi)=10−5×
Pi
j=1
ef(uj)rPK(uj), (3.11)
wherePidenotesthenumberofgridpointsusedtodiscretizethecountyvi,and
e(vi)= Pij=1ef(uj),fori=1,..,n. TheresultingAICfortheCLMMandPK
(atcountylevel)are163.565and237.394,respectively. Therefore,theCLMM
approachispreferableinthiscase.
Inordertoassessthepredictionperformanceamongthementionedapproaches,
wehavecarriedoutasimulationstudyinSection3.3.4.
3.3.3 Application2:Scottishlipcancerdataset
TheScottishlipcancerdataset(ClaytonandKaldor,1987)hasbeenwidelyanal-
ysedintheliterature,andistypicalyusedtoilustratetheproblemofoverdisper-
sionforarealdata.Here,thedataarerecordedover56counties(seeFigure1.2a),
whosesizesandshapesvaryconsiderably.Inthissubsection,weapplytheCLMM-
Papproach(developedinSection3.2)onthisdatasettoobtainacontinuous
surfacethattakeintoaccounttheoverdispersionpresentincountdata.
Thisdatasetconsistsoftheobserved(y)andexpected(e)numberofmale
casesoflipcancer,recordedin56countiesinScotlandovertheperiod1975-1980.
Figure3.4ashowsthespatialdistributionoftheStandardized MortalityRates
(SMRs)onalogarithmicscaleforlipcancerincidence,whichareobtainedas:
log(SMR)i=log yiei ,fori=1,..,56.
Weseethatmostofthehigherrawlog(SMRs)arelocatedinthenorthofScotland;
speciﬁcalyinthecountiesofCaithness,RossandCromarty,SkyeandLochalsh,
andBanﬀandBuchan.Forgraphicalsimplicity,noticethatthenorthestScottish
islandsinFigure1.2aweremovedinFigure3.4a.
InordertoapplytheCLMMapproach,weimposea120×120ﬁnegridover
themapofScotland,leadingto3855gridpointsthatfalinsidethemap.Since
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Figure 3.2: Map of lung cancer mortality rates in Indiana, and the risk estimated by
different approaches. The top-left map displays the age-adjusted mortality rates per
100000 person-years recorded over the period 1970-1994, and the top-right map shows
the smoothed mortality risks resulting from the PGLMM approach. The bottom maps
show the smoothed mortality risks estimated using the CLMM (bottom-left) and PK
(bottom-right) approaches. The color legend applies to all maps; the class boundaries
correspond to the deciles of the original rates.
the vector of exposures is unavailable at this fine scale, we estimate it using the
naive approach described in Section 3.1. We denote this vector as eˆnaive. To
set up the CLMM formulation, we use 25 equally-spaced knots for each marginal
cubic B-spline basis and second order penalties. Then, the corresponding spatial
composition matrix is constructed as is described in Eq. (3.5). Figure 3.4b shows
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Figure3.3:StandarderrormapsforlungcancermortalityriskinIndiana,estimatedby
(a)CLMMand(b)PKapproaches.
theresultingCLMMestimatesforthelog(SMR)attheselectedﬁnegrid(thatis,
Xβˆ+Zˆα). FromFigure3.4b,weobservethereexistanincreasingtrendfrom
themorecentralcountiestotheonesofthecoast,andalsofromsouthtonorth.
Moreover,usingthepreviouspointestimates,wecanobtainasmoothtrendfor
thelog(SMR)atcountylevelasfolows:
log(SMR)CLMM=log µˆCLMMe , (3.12)
whereµˆCLMMisobtainedasinEq.(3.4),withef=eˆnaive.Figure3.4cshowsthese
estimatesforthelog(SMR)atcountylevel.
NowweapplytheCLMM-Papproachtothisdataset. Forthatweusethe
samesettingsasintheCLMMapproach.Figure3.4dshowstheresultingCLMM-
Pestimatesforthelog(SMR)attheselectedﬁnegrid,whereweincludethe
estimatedindividualrandomeﬀects,ˆδ,attheﬁnescaletotakeintoaccountthe
overdispersion. ThisisdonebyaddingthetermC−δˆtotheestimatedspatial
trend(thatis,Xβˆ+Zˆα+C−δˆ),whereC−denotestheMoore-Penroseinverseof
C.ThismatrixcanbeeasilycomputedasC−=(R−1C),whereRisadiagonal
matrixwhoseelementsarethesumsoftherowsofC. Themapdisplayedin
Figure3.4dpresentssomediﬀerenceswithrespecttothemapobtainedwiththe
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CLMMapproach,especialyinthenorthofScotland.Similarlytowhatwedid
before,wecanobtainasmoothtrendforthelog(SMR)atcountylevel,fromthe
CLMM-Pestimates,as:
log(SMR)CLMM-P=log µˆCLMM-Pe , (3.13)
whereµˆCLMM-PisobtainedasinEq.(3.6),withef=eˆnaive.Theseestimatesfor
log(SMR)atcountylevelaredisplayedinFigure3.4e.
Tocompareourproposalwithotherexistingmethods,weapplythePKap-
proachtothisdataset. Figure3.4fshowstheresultingPKestimatesforthe
log(SMR)attheselectedﬁnegrid,whichissimilartothatproducedbytheCLMM
approach.Also,wecanobtainasmoothtrendforthelog(SMR)atcountylevel,
fromthePKestimates,as:
log(SMR)PK=log µˆPKe , (3.14)
whereµˆPKisobtainedasinEq.(3.11).Theseestimatesforlog(SMR)atcounty
levelaredisplayedinFigure3.4g.
Figure3.5showsthestandarderrormapsassociatedwiththemiddlerowof
Figure3.4.Inthiscase,weobservethathighererrorsarelocatedintheislands
ofthenorthandnorth-westofScotland.Intheseparts,theerrorsassociatedto
theCLMMandCLMM-Papproachesaregreaterthanthoseassociatedwiththe
PKapproach. ThehigherstandarderrorsinCLMMandCLMM-Papproaches
mightbeduetothepresenceoftheislandswherethereisadiscontinuityinthe
boundaries(thetensorproductsmoothtendstointerpolatetheseawherenodata
areavailableleadingtolargerstandarderrors),whilePKmodelimplementedin
Spacestat4.0usesanarealdeconvolutionprocesswiththedeﬁnitionofaspatial
weightmatrixwithaminimumdistancetoensurethatalunitswilbeconnected
withatleastoneotherunit(Jacquezetal.,2014). Someadvancesinspline
smoothingcanbestudiedtoincludespecialpenaltiestoaccountforsmoothingin
complexandirregulardomains(seeRamsay,2002; Woodetal.,2008).
InordertocomparetheaggregationsresultingfromtheCLMM,CLMM-P
andPKapproaches,wecancomputetheAICusingtheestimatedmeansµˆCLMM,
µˆCLMM-PandµˆPKalreadycalculatedinEq.(3.12)-(3.14),respectively.Theresult-
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ingAICfortheCLMM,CLMM-PandPK(atcountylevel)are110.8,89.8,and
186.7,respectively,showingthattheCLMM-Pismoreappropriateinpresenceof
overdispersion.
3.3.4 Simulationstudy
Inthissectionweperformasimulationstudytocomparethepredictionperfor-
manceoftheCLMMapproachwiththeATPPoissonkriging(PK)ofGoovaerts
(2006).Forthat,weusethelungcancerdatasetdescribedinSection3.3.2.The
simulationstudywasconductedasfolows:
1)ThecontinuousmortalitysurfaceobtainedwiththePKapproachwasconsid-
eredhereasthetrueunderlyingmortalitytrendovertheﬁnegridof25km2
celsinIndiana. Wedenotedthesemortalityratesasr(uj),j=1,..,3751,
whereujrepresentthecoordinatesoftheﬁnegridpoints.
2)Thesequantitiesandthepopulation-at-riskovereach25km2celoftheﬁne
grid(denotedase(uj))wereusedtocalculatethemortalityrateforeach
countyvi,i=1,..,92:
r(vi)= 1e(vi)
Pi
j=1
e(uj)r(uj),
wherePidenotesthenumberofpointsujusedtodiscretizethecountyvi,
ande(vi)= Pij=1e(uj).
3)100realizationsofthenumberofdeathsrecordedovereachcountyweregen-
eratedbyrandomdrawingofaPoissondistributionwhosemeanparameter
isr(vi)×e(vi).
4)Foreachrealization,weapplytheCLMMandPKapproaches,usingthe
population-at-riskovertheﬁnegridof25km2celsasthevectorefofexpo-
suresattheﬁneresolution.
Forall=1,..,100realizations,thepredictedrisksr(l)P(uj)obtainedfromboth
approacheswerecomparedtotheunderlyingriskr(uj),j=1,..,3751,usingthe
folowingcriteria:
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Figure 3.4: Map of (log) standardized mortality rates in Scotland, and the (log) mortality
risks estimated by different approaches. The top map shows the log(SMR) recorded
over the period 1975-1980 for 56 counties. The middle maps show the smoothed (log)
mortality risks at a selected fine grid, which are resulting from the CLMM, CLMM-P,
and PK approaches. The bottom maps show the resulting aggregation of these point
estimates. The color legend applies to all maps; the class boundaries correspond to the
deciles of the log(SMR).
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•Meanerror(ME):
ME(l)= 1W
3751
j=1
e(uj)r(l)P(uj)−r(uj) withW =
3751
j=1
e(uj)
•Meanabsoluteerror(MAE):
MAE(l)= 1W
3751
j=1
e(uj)r(l)P(uj)−r(uj)withW =
3751
j=1
e(uj)
•Rootmeansquarederror(RMSE):
RMSE(l)= 1W
3751
j=1
e(uj)r(l)P(uj)−r(uj)2withW =
3751
j=1
e(uj
(a) sd CLMM (b) sd CLMM-P (c) sd PK
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)
Figure3.5:StandarderrormapsforlipcancerincidenceinScotland,estimatedby(a)
CLMM,(b)CLMM-Pand(c)PKapproaches.
Inalthesecriteria,thepredictionerrorateachgridpointujisweighted
accordingtothepopulationsizeatthatlocation.Thiswasdonetopenalizemore
theerrorsthataﬀectalargerpopulationGoovaerts(2006). Noticethatforthe
MEcriterion,itcouldhappenthatpositiveandnegativeerrorsarecanceledout
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so that the true error is underestimated. We have included ME criteria in order
to follow the same comparisons as in Goovaerts (2005).
Figure 3.6 shows these resulting errors via box-plots, in which we observe that
our approach gives better prediction accuracy than the PK approach, for each
criterion. Table 3.1 gives the averages and the standard deviations of the resulting
errors (for each criterion) derived from the simulation study. Notice that these
results are obtained from a region where the geographical units (the counties) are
similar in shape and size. We have conducted an additional simulation study, in
which the units vary greatly in shape and size (see Appendix B). For that case,
we have considered the Scottish lip cancer dataset. This simulation study shows
how the performance of the CLMM is also satisfactory for irregular geographical
units.
Approach ME MAE RMSE
avg std avg std avg std
CLMM 0.0000 0.0006 0.9687 0.0005 1.2553 0.0006
PK 0.0062 0.0005 1.0197 0.0011 1.3514 0.0013
Table 3.1: Performance comparison of CLMM and PK approaches, using different cri-
teria: mean errors (ME), mean absolute errors (MAE), and root mean squared errors
(RMSE). These errors are summarized in terms of the average (avg) and standard de-
viation (std).
3.4 CLMM application to area-to-area case
In the previous section we have seen the application of the spatial CLMM on
mortality data recorded at county level, to obtain mortality risk estimates at a
desirable fine grid (i.e., the ATP case). Here we illustrate the case when the aim is
to obtain such estimates but at a finer geographical unit level than the original one.
For that we use a dataset that comes from a large European epidemiological project
called MEDEA (see http://www.proyectomedea.org/), whose aim was to study
the impact of socio-economic and environmental inequalities on mortality rates by
different causes. In particular, we consider deaths by cardiovascular diseases in
the Community of Madrid (CM), Spain, recorded at municipality level. Our goal,
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Figure3.6:PerformancecomparisonbetweenCLMMandPKapproachesusingdiﬀerent
criteria:meanerrors(top-left),meanabsoluteerrors(top-right),androotmeansquared
errors(bottom).
then,istousethespatialCLMMtoobtainmortalityriskestimatesatcensustract
level,whichisaﬁnerspatialresolutionthanmunicipalitylevel.
3.4.1 Rawandsmoothedfemalelog(SMRs)at municipal-
itylevel
Ourdatacorrespondtothenumberofobservedandexpectedfemaledeathsby
cardiovasculardiseasesintheCMovertheperiod1996-2003. Thesedatawere
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collected at municipality level, where the geocoding of municipalities corresponds
to the year 2001. The cartography used in this section was obtained from the
Statistical Institute of the Community of Madrid (see http://www.madrid.org/
nomecalles/DescargaBDTCorte.icm).
Figure 3.7 shows the spatial distribution of raw female log(SMR) at municipal-
ity level. In 2001, the CM was conformed by 179 municipalities, which vary greatly
in shape and size (the largest municipality in terms of surface area is the munic-
ipality of Madrid, located at the center of the community). We use a sequential
map color scheme with ten equally-weighted classes, where the class boundaries
correspond to deciles of raw log(SMR). For 1996-2003 period, the number of ob-
served female deaths varies from 0 to 34884, whereas the number of expected
female deaths varies from 0.916 to 44715.610.
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Figure 3.7: Spatial distribution of raw log(SMR) for 179 municipalities of the Com-
munity of Madrid over the period 1996-2003. The class boundaries of the color legend
correspond to deciles of raw log(SMR).
Since crude log(SMRs) varies abruptly between municipalities, we use the
PGLMM approach of Lee and Durba´n (2009) to reduce the noise present in these
rates and thus to enhance the visualization of underlying trends. For this ap-
proach we use the centroid coordinates of the municipalities as covariates, second
order penalties, and 20 equally-spaced knots for each marginal cubic B-spline ba-
sis. Figure 3.8 shows the resulting smoothed log(SMRs) from PGLMM approach.
We observe that most of the higher rates are in the boundaries of the CM, espe-
cially in the south-western area. They correspond to areas with difficult access to
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healthfacilities,orindustrializedareaswhereenvironmentalconditionsarepoor.
Figure3.8:Spatialdistributionofsmoothedlog(SMR)for179municipalitiesofthe
CommunityofMadrid.Theclassboundariesofthecolorlegendcorrespondtodeciles
ofrawlog(SMR).
3.4.2 CLMMfemalelog(SMRs)atcensustractlevel
Now,supposethatweseektovisualizethespatialdistributionoflog(SMR)at
censustractlevel,assumingthatweonlyhavemortalitydataatmunicipality
level. ThetotalnumberofcensustractsfortheCMis3906. Toestimatethe
desiredspatialdistribution,weusethespatialCLMMfortheATAcase,were
wemustconsidertheexposures(thenumberofexpecteddeaths,inthiscase)at
censustractlevel. Forthisdataset,weinfacthavethesequantities,whichwe
denoteasetrue;otherwisetheuserhastoestimatetheminadvance.Anaiveway
todothisistoassumethattheexposuresareevenlydistributedthroughoutthe
censustractsateachmunicipality. Wedenotetheseresultingestimatesasenaive,
andwewilusethemforcomparisonpurpose.Thetop-leftandtop-rightmapsin
Figure3.9showtheresultingsmoothedlog(SMR)atcensustractlevel,usingthe
ATACLMMapproach(20equalyspacedknotsinbothdirections)withetrueand
enaive,respectively.Thesemapshaveasimilarspatialdistributionandareconsis-
tentwiththesmoothedtrendobtainedatmunicipalitylevel(seeFigure3.8).The
approximatestandarderrorsforthesesmoothedCLMMlog(SMRs)aredisplayed
atthebottomofeachmortalitymapinFigure3.9.Forcomparisonpurpose,we
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select the class boundaries for these maps as the cuts of the range of all errors
in ten equal parts. We observe that these error maps are very similar and both
present high values in the northern area of the CM. The later is due the fact that
both smoothed maps are unable to capture more precise mortality trends over the
census tracts in this part of the map, where we have less information.
ATA CLMM log(SMR) etrue ATA CLMM log(SMR) enaive
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Figure 3.9: Smoothed log(SMR) and their approximate standard errors at census tract
level, using the spatial CLMM approach with the true number of expected deaths at
census tract level (top-left) and its naive estimator (top-right). The color legend applies
to all the maps that show the same quantity; the class boundaries for the smoothed
log(SMRs) correspond to the deciles of raw log(SMRs) at municipality level, and the
class boundaries for standard errors correspond to the cuts of the range of all errors in
ten equal parts.
It is clear that the municipalities of the CM vary greatly in shape and size,
especially when we compare the municipality of Madrid (located at the center of
the CM) with the rest of them. Figure 3.10 displays the district and census tract
boundaries for this municipality, which was conformed by 21 districts and 2358
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census tracts in 2001, and the spatial distribution of raw log(SMRs) at district
level. The zoom in on the center of this municipality provides a more detailed
geographical distribution of the census tracts.
Census tract boundaries
District boundaries
Selected district boundaries
Centro
Arganzuela
Retiro
Salamanca
Chamartín
Tetuán
Chamberí
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Figure 3.10: Spatial distribution of raw log(SMRs) for the 21 districts in the municipality
of Madrid. The zoom shows 7 centric districts of interest and their 780 census tracts.
The class boundaries correspond to the deciles of raw log(SMRs) at district level.
Suppose that we only have the number of observed female deaths by cardio-
vascular diseases for each district in the municipality of Madrid, and we want
to estimate mortality rates for the selected districts at census tract level, using
the additional information of the number of expected deaths at this level. The
CLMM approach for the ATA case is adequate for this situation, in which we want
to move from district to census tracts. Figure 3.11 shows the resulting smoothed
log(SMRs) using the CLMM approach (20 equally spaced knots for each dimen-
sion) with the true vector of exposures. For the area of interest, we observe a more
detailed spatial distribution of mortality, where the highest log(SMR) are mostly
concentrated around Madrid Centro.
3.4.3 Composite link additive mixed models
In many occasions a researcher may encounter a frequent problem: the covari-
ates to be included in the model are recorded at a different scale of the response
variable, or we have different covariates measured at different scales. The CLMM
provides a framework in which both situations can be resolved, yielding what
we call composite link additive mixed model. We start from the premise that in
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Figure3.11:Smoothedlog(SMRs)usingtheCLMMapproachwiththetruenumberof
expecteddeathsatcensustractlevel.Theclassboundariesforthesmoothedlog(SMRs)
correspondtothedecilesoftherawlog(SMR)atdistrictlevel.
alcasesweareinterestedinspatialdisaggregationofcounts,andsothenext
situationscanoccur:
1)Ifthecovariatesaremeasuredatﬁnescale:
µa=C(ef∗exp(g(spacef))+
i
fi(xif)),
wherethesubscriptsaandfindicateifthevariableismeasuredattheaggregated
orﬁnescalelevel.gcorrespondstoabivariateP-splineintroducedinChapter3
andficouldbelinearornolinearfunctionsofoneormoredimensionsofthe
diﬀerentcovariates.Altermsinthemodelcouldberepresentedasmixedmodels,
andthereforetheestimationcanbecarriedoutasshownpreviously.
2)Ifthecovariatesaremeasuredattheaggregatedlevel:
µa=exp(log(C(ef∗exp(g(spacef))))+
i
fi(xia)),
thiscouldbeseenasanextensionoftheCLMM-Pinwhichwehaveamore
complicatedstructurefortherandomeﬀects.
3)Finaly,whencovariatesaremeasuredataggregatedandﬁnescalelevel:
µa=exp(log(C(ef∗exp(g(spacef))+
j
hj(xjf)))+
i
fi(xia))
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Inpractice,theestimationofthefunctionsofthecovariatesisachievedby
extendingthemixedmodelmatricesXandZofthevectoroflatentexpectations
γ(whenthecovariatesaremeasuredatﬁnescalelevel). Whencovariatesaremea-
suredataggregatedlevel,thesystemofequationsinEq.(3.7)wouldbemodiﬁed
toincludetheﬁxedandrandomeﬀectsattheaggregatedlevel.
Forilustration,wearegoingtofocusontheﬁrstcaseinwhichthecovariates
aremeasuredattheﬁnescalelevel. Forsimplicity,supposethatwewantto
includeaexplanatoryvariable,xl,linearlyintheCLMMandanotherexplanatory
variable,xnl,inanadditiveway.Then,thematricesX,Z,andG−1areextended
as:
X=[Xs:xl:xnl], Z=[Zs:Znl], G−1=

Fs
λ3˜Σ3

,
wherethematricesXsandZsareconsideredasinEq.(3.3)andFsasinEq.(2.50)
(whichcorrespondtothespatialpartofthemodel).ThematricesZnlandΣ˜3are
computedfromxnlfolowingthemixedmodelreformulationintheunivariatecase.
Thesmoothingparameterλ3controlstheamountofsmoothnessoftheﬁttedcurve
forxnl.Then,consideringthesenewmatrices,wecanusetheCLMMestimation
procedureinordertoobtainoptimalestimatesforthesmoothingparametersλ1,
λ2,λ3(theﬁrsttworelatedwiththespatialcomponentofthemodel),andforthe
ﬁxedandrandomeﬀectscoeﬃcients.
Inordertoobtainconﬁdenceintervalsfortheﬁttedcurvesassociatedtoxl
andxnl,wecanusethesquarerootofthevariancesforeachterm,whichcanbe
computedas(seeRuppertetal.,2003formoredetails):
Kj

KK+

0
G




−1
Kj,
whereK =[X :Z],Kj=KEj,andEjisasquarediagonalmatrixthathas
zerosinthediagonalexceptintheplacesthatcorrespondtothej-thterminthe
CLMM.Forexample,supposethatthematrixZnlhas13columnsandthematrix
Zs221columns. AlsoassumethatthematrixXhas6columns.Ifwewantto
computeconﬁdenceintervalsassociatedtotheﬁttedcurveassociatedtoxnl,the
matrixEjwilhavezerosinalthepositionsexceptin{6,228,..,240}.
Now,weilustratetheuseofthecompositelinkadditivemixedmodelforthe
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ATA case. For that, we use two socio-economic explanatory variables related with
labour market and employment, which are available at census tract level in the
CM, which were also of interest in the MEDEA project in order to stablish the
relationship between different socio-economic indicators and mortality rates. The
first covariate is an indicator of manual workers whose ages are greater or equal
than 16 years old; the second one is an indicator of unemployment for people whose
ages are greater or equal than 16 years old. All these indicators are expressed as
percentages and were obtained from Census 2001 given by the National Statistics
Institute (Instituto Nacional de Estad´ıstica, INE). We followed the definitions
given in Domı´nguez-Berjo´n et al. (2008, p. 182) to construct these indicators.
The spatial distribution of percentages of manual workers and unemployed people
at census tract level in the CM are depicted in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Percentage of manual workers (left) and unemployed people (right) greater
or equal than 16 years old (the class boundaries correspond to deciles of each percentage).
We use 20 equally spaced knots for the cubic B-spline basis of each spatial
coordinate (i.e., the centroids of the census tracts) and 12 equally-spaced knots for
the cubic B-spline basis associated with each covariate. The resulting fitted curves
for the explanatory variables are shown in Figure 3.13 (effects are centered), where
95% confidence intervals (dashed lines) are also depicted. The relationship between
the percentage of manual workers and the mortality rates is linear (the estimated
degrees of freedom associated to the estimated curves were approximately one).
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As expected, the slope of that line is positive, therefore the higher the level of
manual workers, the higher the mortality. This makes sense since the percentage
of manual workers is a proxy for low income in the households in the area. On the
contrary, the relationship between the percentage of unemployed people and the
mortality rates is non-linear. The effect of unemployment is null until we reach
18% percent of unemployment (close to average unemployment rate in Spain).
When unemployment is over 20% there is a clear, rapid, and linear increase of
mortality rates.
Figure 3.14 shows the remaining spatial effect after accounting for the effects
of the covariates. As we can see patterns are similar to those given in Figure 3.9
(when covariates were not included).
Values for AIC for the model with and without covariates were 459.07 and
464.08, respectively, indicating a better goodness of fit when covariates were in-
cluded. Some work is already been done on adapting the approximate F test used
in Wood (2006a) to the case in which covariates are measured at different scale to
the one in which the response variable is measured.
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Figure 3.13: Smoothed fitted curves for the covariates: percentage of manual workers
and percentage of unemployed people.
3.5 Summary of the chapter
In this chapter we presented the spatial CLMM approach for the area-to-point
and area-to-area cases discussed in Section 1.2. For the first case, we obtain
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Figure 3.14: Remaining spatial effect after accounting for the effects of the covariates
at census tract level.
smoothed estimates that can be depicted in an isopleth map, and for the second
one, we obtain smoothed estimates at a finer areal resolution than the observed
data resolution. Moreover, we extend the model in order to include covariates that
can be measure at different levels of aggregations. We compared our approach with
the area-to-point Poisson kriging of Goovaerts (2006) through simulation studies,
where geographical units have similar shape and size or not. The simulation
results suggest that the spatial CLMM performs better than this geostatistical
technique. Moreover, we developed a methodology to deal with the overdispersion
problem, which frequently appears when we are working with count data. This
methodology, called CLMM-P, was also compared with the previous approaches
when the geographical units vary greatly in shape and size.
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Chapter 4
Modelling latent spatio-temporal
disease incidence with the
composite link mixed model
approach
This chapter introduces the extension of the CLMM approach to the spatio-
temporal case, where count data are grouped in both space and time. In this
new context, the mixed model matrices and the composition matrix will contain
Kronecker product structures, whose components take into account the spatial
and temporal aggregation processes. Also, three smoothing parameters will con-
trol the amount of smoothness: two for the spatial coordinates and one for the
temporal component. However, this extension leads to the increase in data stor-
age and computational time during the CLMM estimation. To overcome these
problems, we propose the use of GLAM algorithms (Currie et al., 2006; Eilers
et al., 2006), together with an adaptation of the SAP (‘separation of anisotropic
penalties’) algorithm (Rodr´ıguez-A´lvarez et al., 2015) for fast estimation of the
amount of smoothness, in the spatio-temporal setting.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 we introduce the CLMM
approach for spatio-temporally grouped count data. The use of GLAM methods
for the spatio-temporal CLMM is presented in Section 4.3, and the adaptation
of the SAP algorithm for our purposes is given in Section 4.2. In Section 4.4 we
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applytheCLMMtoaQfeverdatasetrecordedovermunicipalities(ofaspeciﬁc
Dutchstudyarea)andmonthsin2009,inordertovisualizetheQfeverincidence
onaﬁnespatialgridalongalweeks.InSection4.5weconductasimulationstudy
toexaminetheperformanceofthespatio-temporalCLMMapproach.Finaly,a
summaryofthechapterisprovidedinSection4.6.
4.1 Thespatio-temporalcompositelink mixed
model
Inordertopresentthecompositelinkmixedmodeltothespatio-temporalsetting,
letﬁrstintroducethegeneralizationofthePCLMintothissetting.
Letyit,i=1,..,n,t=1,..,T1,denotecountdatathatarerecordedovernnon-
overlappinggeographicalunits,whichformthestudyareaofinterest,atT1time
periods.Forsimplicity,weassumeherethattheunitboundariesareﬁxedduring
theseperiods(althoughthisassumptioncanberelaxedunderourapproach).Now
supposethatwewanttoestimatethelatentdistributionofthevectorofcounts
y=(y11,..,yn1,..,y1T1,..,ynT1)ataspatio-temporalsupportthatisa(nested)
reﬁnementoftheoriginalone.Theﬁnesupportisdeterminedbythreecovariates:
x1=(x11,..,x1m)andx2=(x21,..,x2m),withm>n,whichrepresentthe
longitudeandlatitudecoordinatesofthespatialreﬁnement,respectively;andx3=
(x31,..,x3T2),withT2>T1,whichrepresentsthetemporalreﬁnement.Assuming
thatyisdistributedPoissonwithmeanvectorµ=(µ11,..,µn1,..,µ1T1,..,µnT1),
thespatio-temporalPCLMisgivenby:
µ=Cstγ=Cstexp(Bθ), (4.1)
whereγdenotesthelatentmeanattheﬁneresolution,Cstisthenewspatio-
temporalcompositionmatrix,andBisafulregressionbasisconstructedfrom
covariatesx1,x2,andx3.Toachievesmoothness,thevectorofregressioncoeﬃ-
cientsθispenalizedbyadiscretepenaltymatrixPintheformθPθ. Matrices
B,P,andCstinEq.(4.1)aredescribedbelow.
FolowingtheproposalofLeeandDurb´an(2011),theregressionbasisBin
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Eq.(4.1)isgivenby:
B=B3⊗(B2 B1), (4.2)
whereB1=B(x1),B2=B(x2),andB3=B(x3)aremarginalB-splinebases
ofdimensionsm×c1,m×c2andT2×c3,respectively.Forthespatio-temporal
case,LeeandDurb´an(2011)proposetousethethree-dimensionaldiscretepenalty
matrixgiveninEq.(2.47).Noticethatthispenaltymatrixalowsforanisotropy,
i.e.,adiﬀerentamountofsmoothingforx1,x2andx3,whichisadesirable
characteristicinthespatio-temporalcontext.
Thespatio-temporalcompositionmatrixCstinEq.(4.1)canbeexpressedas:
Cst=Ct⊗Cs, (4.3)
whereCsandCtarethespatialandtemporalcompositionmatricesofdimen-
sionsn×mandT1×T2,respectively.Thedeﬁnitionofthesematricesdepends
onthetypeandlevelofaggregation. Forexample,ifwewanttoestimatethe
latentdistributionataﬁnespatialgrid(overthestudyarea),theentriesofthe
spatialcompositionmatrixCscanbecomputedasinEq.(3.5). Thetemporal
compositionmatrixCtcanbeusedtodisaggregatecoarsetimeintervalsintode-
tailedtimeperiods(forexample,fromyearsortrimesterstomonths,weeks,or
days).InSection4.2,weshowthestructurethatCtwilhave,speciﬁcalyforour
purposes. NoticethatifCs=In,Ct=IT1,andtheunitcentroidsareusedas
spatialcovariates,thepresentedmethodologycorrespondtoaPoissonversionof
theproposalgivenbyLeeandDurb´an(2011)(i.e,thePGLMMapproach),forthe
smoothingofspatio-temporalcountdata.
Whenspatialdataarerecordedoveracoarseregulargrid,amoreappropriate
deﬁnitionfortheregressionbasisBinEq.(4.1)isB=B3⊗(B2⊗B1),where
thespatialreﬁnementcorrespondtothecelcentroidcoordinatesofaﬁnegrid.
Moreover,thespatialcompositionmatrixcanbewrittenasCs=C2⊗C1,where
eachCd,d=1,2,isconstructedaccordingtothedisaggregationofthecoarsergrid
celsintosmalones.Inthissense,thespatio-temporalPCLMwilbeidenticalto
thethree-dimensionalPCLMforcoarsearraydatagiveninSection2.3.
Thespatio-temporalcompositelinkmixedmodelisobtainedbyreformulating
themodelinEq.(4.1),subjecttothepenalizationgiveninEq.(2.47),asamixed
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model:
µ=Cstγ=Cst(ef∗exp(Xβ+Zα)),withα∼N(0,G), (4.4)
wherepopulationinformationattheﬁnescaleisincorporatedbymeansofthe
vectoref. FolowingtheproposalofLeeandDurb´an(2011),themixedmodel
matricesXandZofthemodelinEq.(4.4)areobtainedas:
X=X3⊗(X2 X1),
Z=[Z3⊗(X2 X1):X3⊗(Z2 X1):X3⊗(X2 Z1):
Z3⊗(Z2 X1):Z3⊗(X2 Z1):X3⊗(Z2 Z1):Z3⊗(Z2 Z1)],
(4.5)
whereXd=BdUdnandZd=BdUds,ford=1,2,3,withUdnandUdsdeﬁnedas
inSection2.3. Moreover,theinverseofthecovariancematrixGoftherandom
eﬀectsαinEq.(4.4)becomestheblock-diagonalmatrixFgivenin(2.53),with
smoothingparametersλ1andλ2forthespatialcoordinates,andasmoothing
parameterλ3forthetemporalcomponent.
Regardingtheparameterestimationofthespatio-temporalCLMMinEq.(4.4),
itcanbecarriedoutusingtheproceduregiveninSection2.2.Thatis,forﬁxed
valuesofλ1,λ2,andλ3,theestimationoftheﬁxedandrandomeﬀectsβandα
inEq.(4.4)areobtainedbyusingthePQLapproach(seeEq.(2.33)),whereas
thesmoothingparameterscanbeestimatedbynumericalymaximizingtheap-
proximateREMLgivenin(2.37).Inthiscase,however,theuseofnumerical
optimizationmethodsforREMLcriterionisnoteﬃcient,leadingtotheincrease
ofthecomputationalburden. Moreover,thedirectcomputationofmatrixcross-
productsinwhichthemixedmodelmatricesXandZ(deﬁnedinEq.(4.5))and
thespatio-temporalcompositionmatrix(deﬁnedinEq.(4.3))areinvolved,can
easilyleadtostorageproblems.
InthenextsectionsweprovidesolutionsfortheCLMMestimationinterms
ofstorageandeﬃciency.InSection4.2weadapttheSAPalgorithm,givenby
Rodr´ıguez-´Alvarezetal.(2015),tothespatio-temporalCLMMcontextinorder
toeﬃcientlycomputeestimatesforthesmoothingparameters.Toavoidpossible
storageproblems,inSection4.3weadapttheGLAMalgorithms(Currieetal.,
2006;Eilersetal.,2006)inthespatio-temporalCLMMsetting.Thesealgorithms
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alsooﬀeraneﬃcientwaytocomputerequiredmatrixcross-productsintheSAP
algorithm(suchas,forexample,Z˘WZ˘andX˘WX˘),aleviatingthecomputing
timeofthemodelestimation.
4.2 SAPalgorithmforspatio-temporalCLMMs
UndertheCLMMapproach(seeSection2.2),andconditioningontheestimators
giveninEq.(2.33),wecanobtainestimatesforλ1,λ2,andλ3bynumericaly
maximizingtheapproximateREMLgivenin(2.37). Toavoidtheuseofany
numericaloptimizationmethod,inthissectionweadapttheSAPalgorithmof
Rodr´ıguez-´Alvarezetal.(2015)totheCLMMsetting. Thisalgorithmisagen-
eralizationoftheworkbySchal(1991)thatdealswithnon-standardstructures
ofthecovariancematrixoftherandomeﬀects,wherethesmoothingparameters
areseenasratiosofvariancecomponents,i.e.,λd= φτ2d,ford=1,2,3.SinceweareworkingunderaPoissonframework,φ=1.Thus,theproblemisreducedto
obtainestimatesforthevariancecomponentsτ21,τ22,andτ23.
FolowingtheproposalofRodr´ıguez-´Alvarezetal.(2015),wecanderiveclosed-
formexpressionsfortheREMLestimatesofthevariancecomponentsτ2d (for
d=1,2,3).Theseestimatesaregivenby:
τ2d=αΛdαedd , (4.6)
where:
edd=trace Z˘NZ˘GΛdτ2dG , (4.7)
withNdeﬁnedasinEq.(2.36),and
Λ1=blockdiag 0q1q2(c3−q3),0q1q3(c2−q2),F1u,0q1(c2−q2)(c3−q3),F12,F11,F1t,
Λ2=blockdiag 0q1q2(c3−q3),F2u,0q2q3(c1−q1),F22,0q2(c1−q1)(c3−q3),F21,F2t,
Λ3=blockdiag F3u,0q1q3(c2−q2),0q2q3(c1−q1),F32,F31,0q3(c1−q1)(c2−q2),F3t.
Thenon-nulsubmatricesofeachΛd,d=1,2,3,werepreviouslydeﬁnedinSec-
tion2.3. TheproofofthisresultisprovidedinAppendixC. Noticethatthe
inverseofthecovariancematrixG inEq.(4.4)canbedecomposedasG−1=
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1
τ21Λ1+ 1τ22Λ2+ 1τ23Λ3,wherethecapitallambdasaredeﬁnedabove.AnalgorithmfortheCLMMestimation(whichisanadaptationofthealgorithmprovidedin
Rodr´ıguez-´Alvarezetal.,2015,p.945)isgiveninAlgorithm1.
ThecomputationofthetracegiveninEq.(4.7)canbeeﬃcientlyobtained
bytakingintoaccountthatGΛdGisadiagonalmatrix.Thus,weonlyneedto
computethediagonalof˘ZNZ˘inordertoobtainthistrace.FromHarvile(1977,
Eq.(5.3))wehavethat:
Z˘N=[0(c1c2c3−q1q2q3)×q1q2q3|I(c1c2c3−q1q2q3)]M−1∗ [˘X|˘Z]W,
where:
M∗=

X˘WX˘ X˘WZ˘G
Z˘WX˘ I+Z˘WZ˘G

.
Therefore,thediagonalelementsofthematrixZ˘NZ˘areobtainedbythecolumn-
wiseadditionof
0(c1c2c3−q1q2q3)×q1q2q3|I(c1c2c3−q1q2q3)]M−1∗

X˘WZ˘
Z˘WZ˘

.
Noticethatthematrixcross-productsX˘WZ˘,˘ZWZ˘,andX˘WX˘ areinvolved
inthepreviouscolumn-wiseaddition. Thesematrixcross-productsalsoappear
intheestimationoftheﬁxedandrandomcoeﬃcients,whichcanbeobtainedby
solvingthelinearsystemgiveninEq.(2.32). Wecaneﬃcientlycomputethemby
adaptingGLAMalgorithmsintheCLMMsetting,whichwewilpresentinthe
nextsection.
UsingtheSAPalgorithmfortheestimationofthemodelinEq.(4.4),wecan
directlycomputetheeﬀectivedimensionofthismodelas:
ED=
3
d=1
edd+q1q2q3, (4.8)
wheretheeddexpressionsarecomputedfromEq.(4.7). Theﬁrstterminthe
right-handsideofEq.(4.8)correspondstothedimensionofthepenalizedpart
(seeAppendixC),whereasthesecondtotheunpenalizedpart.
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Algorithm1SAPalgorithmforCLMM’sparametersestimation
Require: Convergencetolerancesν1andν2(e.g.,1×10−6),andmaximumnumber
ofiterationsmaxit1andmaxit2(e.g.,100).
1:Setinitialvaluesforthemixedmodelcoeﬃcientsβandα,andthevariance
componentsτ21,τ22,andτ23(forexample,β(0)=0withlengthq1q2q3,α(0)=0
withlength(c1c2c3−q1q2q3),andτ2(0)1 =τ2(0)2 =τ2(0)3 =1).Setk=0
2:for1tomaxit1do
3: Giventhecurrentmixedmodelcoeﬃcients’estimates,constructthematrix
ofweightsW andtheworkingvectorzasfolows:
Γ=diag(γ(k)),withγ(k)=ef∗exp(Xβ(k)+Zα(k));
W =diag(µ(k)),withµ(k)=Cγ(k);
z=X˘β(k)+Z˘α(k)+W−1(y−µ(k))=W−1CΓη(k)+W−1(y−µ(k)),
withη(k)=Xβ(k)+Zα(k).
4: for1tomaxit2do
5: Giventhecurrentestimatesforthevariancecomponents,obtainnew
estimatesforβandαbysolvingthelinearsystemgiveninEq.(2.32).The
resultingestimatesaredenotedasβ(k+1)andα(k+1),respectively.
6: ObtainnewestimatesforthevariancecomponentsfromEq.(4.6).The
resultingestimatesaredenotedasτ2(k+1)d ,ford=1,2,3.
7: Comparenewvariancecomponents’estimateswiththepreviousones,
usingthefolowingconvergencecriterion:
3d=1|τ2(k+1)d −τ2(k)d |
3 ≤ν1.
8: Iftheconvergencetoleranceisachieved,break,otherwisesetτ2(k)d =
τ2(k+1)d andrepeatsteps5,6,and7untilconvergence.
9: endfor
10: Computenewestimatesforthevectorofsmoothtrendsatﬁnescaleusing
themodel’sﬁxedandrandomeﬀectsestimatesobtainedinthelastiteration
ofstep5.Theresultingvectorisdenotedasη(k+1).Comparenewestimates
withthepreviousones,usingthefolowingconvergencecriterion:
η(k+1)−η(k)2
η(k+1) 2 ≤ν2,
11: Iftheconvergencetoleranceisachieved,break,otherwisesetk=k+1and
repeatthepreviousstepsuntilconvergence.
12:endfor
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4.3 GLAMmethodsforspatio-temporalCLMMs
Whenwearedealingwiththeestimationoflatenttrendsinmultipledimensions,
wearesusceptibletoencounterproblemswithstorageandcomputationalburden.
AsweseeninSection2.3forthecaseofdataarrangedinmultidimensionalgrids,
itispossibletocircumventtheseproblemsusingGLAMmethodsdevelopedin
Currieetal.(2006)andEilersetal.(2006).Thesemethodsaredesignedtoavoid
thedirectcomputationofmatrixcross-productswhereKroneckeroperationsare
involved,byusingsequencesofnestedmatrixoperations.Inthissectionweshow
theuseofthesemethodsinthespatio-temporalCLMMcontext.
Intheprevioussectionwehaveseenthatseveralmatrixcross-productshave
tobecomputedas,forexample,˘ZWZ˘andX˘WZ˘.Also,anothermatrixcross-
products,suchasX˘WzandZ˘Wz,areneededtoobtainestimatesfortheﬁxed
andtherandomeﬀectscoeﬃcients(seeEq.(2.32)andline5inAlgorithm1).The
GLAMmethodsoﬀerafastandaneﬃcientwaytocomputethemasfolows.
First,thematrix-by-vectorproductsthatweneedtocomputeare:Xβ,Zα,
andCγ(seeline3inAlgorithm1).Theseexpressionsarecomputedas:
Xβ≡ρ(X3,ρ(R1,˜Q)),
Zα≡ρ(Z3,ρ(R1,˜A1))+ρ(X3,ρ(R2,˜A2))+ρ(X3,ρ(R3,˜A3))+ρ(Z3,ρ(R2,˜A4))+
ρ(Z3,ρ(R3,˜A5))+ρ(X3,ρ(R4,˜A6))+ρ(Z3,ρ(R4,˜A7)),
Cγ≡ρ(Ct,ρ(Cs,˜Γ)),
withR1=G(X2,X1),R2=G(Z2,X1),R3=G(X2,Z1),R4=G(Z2,Z1),whereρ
andGdenotetherotatedH−transformandtherow-tensorproduct,respectively,
whicharedeﬁnedinAppendixA,andthesymbol≡meansthatbothsideshave
thesameelementsbutinadiﬀerentorder.ThematricesQ˜,˜Γ,andthe˜Ak’s(for
k=1,..,7)arearrangementsofthevectorsβ,γ,andαk’s,respectively,with
α=(α1,..,α7),whosedimensionscorrespondtothenumberofcolumnsofthe
ﬁrstmatrixwhereρacts,timesthenumberofcolumnsofthesecondmatrixwhere
ρacts(i.e,Q˜hasdimensionncol(R1)×ncol(X3)=q1q2×q3,˜Γhasdimension
ncol(Cs)×ncol(Ct)=m×T2,andsoon).Therefore,itholdsthatvec(˜Q)=β,
vec(˜Γ)=γ,andvec(˜Ak)=αk,fork=1,..,7.
Also,thefolowingmatrixcross-productsareneeded:X˘WX˘,˘ZWZ˘,˘XWZ˘,
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Z˘WX˘(whichisequalto(˘XWZ˘)),X˘Wz,and˘ZWz.First,notethatthey
canbereducedas:
X˘WX˘=(CΓX)W−1(CΓX), Z˘WZ˘=(CΓZ)W−1(CΓZ),
X˘WZ˘=(CΓX)W−1(CΓZ), X˘Wz=(CΓX)z,
Z˘Wz=(CΓZ)z.
Thus,weonlyneedtocomputeCΓXandCΓZ.Theseexpressionsarecomputed
asfolows:
CΓX≡ρ(G(X3,Ct),ρ(G(R1,Cs),˜Γ)),
CΓZ≡[ρ(G(Z3,Ct),ρ(G(R1,Cs),˜Γ)):ρ(G(X3,Ct),ρ(G(R2,Cs),˜Γ)):
ρ(G(X3,Ct),ρ(G(R3,Cs),˜Γ)):ρ(G(Z3,Ct),ρ(G(R2,Cs),˜Γ)):
ρ(G(Z3,Ct),ρ(G(R3,Cs),˜Γ)):ρ(G(X3,Ct),ρ(G(R4,Cs),˜Γ)):
ρ(G(Z3,Ct),ρ(G(R4,Cs),˜Γ))]
withΓ˜deﬁnedabove.
Aswehaveseenabove,theGLAMmethodsuseseveralrearrangementand
redimensioningoperations,buttheseareeﬃcientoperationsincomparisontothe
Kroneckerproduct.Table4.1givessomecomparativesontimingforthecompu-
tationofthematrixproductsCΓXandCΓZ,withandwithoutusingGLAM
methods. Thesecomputationswereperformedona1.80GHzIntelR CoreTMi7
processorcomputerwith4GBofRAMandWindowsR 8.1operatingsystem,using
hypotheticalmatricesC,Γ,X,andZ,ofdimension40×165160,165160×165160,
165160×8,and165160×839,respectively.InbothcasestheuseofGLAMmethods
improvethecomputationalburden.
Matrixproduct Times(s)withoutGLAM Times(s)withGLAM Ratio
CΓX 1.95 0.08 24:1
CΓZ 183.09 8.74 21:1
Table4.1:UserCPUtimestocalculateCΓXandCΓZ.
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4.4 Application: Q fever outbreak in the Nether-
lands
In this section we illustrate our proposal using data related with Q fever outbreaks
in the Netherlands. First we briefly describe these data, and then we analyse them
using the spatio-temporal CLMM approach described in Section 4.1.
4.4.1 Q fever data
Q fever is a widespread zoonotic disease caused by the bacterium Coxiella burnetii.
The transmission to humans of C. burnetii is primary associated with ruminants
like cattle, sheep, and goats. During parturition or abortion of infected animals,
high numbers of C. burnetii are shed within the amniotic fluids and the placenta.
These organisms end up in the environment where they may survive for long
periods of time due by their resistant to heat, drying, and many common disinfec-
tants. Humans are often very susceptible to the disease, and very few organisms
may be required to cause infection. More information about this infectious disease
is provided in Maurin and Raoult (1999).
The south of the Netherlands faced large outbreaks of human Q fever from 2007
to 2010. In this country, local municipal health services (MHSs) are responsible for
recording every confirmed diagnosis of acute Q fever. The information collected is
then entered into the electronic national infectious diseases surveillance database.
Due to confidentiality, these data are not publicly available and, in some cases,
may be provided in an aggregated form.
Figure 4.1 shows the temporal distribution of Q fever cases (in months) from
January 2007 to July 2010. A total of 3807 acute Q fever cases were registered
in this period: 192 in 2007, 980 in 2008, 2309 in 2009, and 325 in 2010. The
epidemic peaks of each year are observed every spring, specifically during May.
This coincides with small ruminants (sheep and goats) birth period — a fact that
was pointed out in several studies about this exceptionally large Q fever outbreaks
in the Netherlands (see, for example, van der Hoek et al., 2010; Roest et al., 2011).
Since the largest outbreak was observed during 2009, we will study the distribution
of Q fever incidence in this year.
Figure 4.2a shows the geographical distribution of the residential addresses of
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Figure 4.1: Human Q fever cases in the Netherlands grouped per months, from January
2007 to July 2010.
human Q fever cases (red points) in 2009. If we select a 60 × 60 km area in
the south of the Netherlands (see black square in Figure 4.2a), 72 municipalities
overlap with this study area. The total number of Q fever cases reported in
these municipalities is 1798. Aggregating these cases per municipality, and taking
into account the number of inhabitants of each municipality, we can calculate
the Q fever incidence (per 100000 inhabitants). Figure 4.2b shows the spatial
distribution of the resulting Q fever incidence, where higher incidence values are
observed around the municipalities of Landerd (1439.676), Lith (562.546), and
Heusden (295.006).
4.4.2 Detailed smooth incidence maps
Figure 4.2b shows the choropleth map of raw Q fever incidences at municipality
level. However, our aim is to estimate latent incidence maps at detailed periods
of time, in order to obtain a better insight of the evolution of the incidence. The
spatio-temporal CLMM approach, developed in Section 4.1, allows to visualize the
Q fever incidence at a finer spatio-temporal resolution, and also to incorporate
population information at fine scale into the estimation of the latent process.
Here, we illustrate the application of our methodology using Q fever data collected
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Figure4.2: MapofhumanQfevercasesintheNetherlands,2009.Left:theredpoints
indicatetheresidentialaddressesofhumancases(2309intotal).Right:studyareain
thesouthoftheNetherlandsshowing(crude)incidence(per100000inhabitants)ofQ
feverbymunicipalityin2009.
overmunicipalitiesandmonthsin2009. OurgoalistoobtainQfeverincidence
estimatesataﬁnespatialgridoverthestudyarea,andateachweekof2009,from
datacolectedovermunicipalitiesandmonths(i.e.,wewanttosimultaneously
disaggregateinspaceandtime).
Figure4.3ashowsaﬁnegridcomposedof4871regularcelsofsize1000×1000
m. Thebluedotsrepresentthespatialcoordinatesofthecentroidsofthese
cels,andFigure4.3bshowsthespatialdistributionofthepopulationonthisﬁne
grid(obtainedfromCBS-StatisticsNetherlands,https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl.),
whichisheterogeneousacrossmunicipalities.Toprovideamoredetailedimpres-
sionoftheQfeverincidencein2009,weapplytheCLMMapproachondata
recordedovermunicipalitiesandmonths. Wechoosetheﬁnegriddisplayedin
Figure4.3aasthespatialreﬁnement,andtheweeksof2009asthetemporalﬁne
scale. TosetuptheCLMMformulation,weusethespatialcoordinatesofthe
gridpointsasspatialcovariatesatﬁneresolution,i.e.,x1andx2,thevector
x3=(1,..,53)asthetemporalcovariateatﬁneresolution(since53weeksare
observedin2009),secondorderpenalties,12equaly-spacedknotsforthemarginal
cubicB-splinebasesB1andB2(associatedtothespatialcovariatesx1andx2,
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a) Fine grid (cells of size
1000x1000 m)
b) Population on grid
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Figure 4.3: The left map shows the fine grid of cell sizes 1000×1000 m in the study area
showed in Figure 4.2b. The right map shows the spatial distribution of the population
on this fine grid.
respectively), and 8 equally-spaced knots for the marginal cubic B-spline basis B3
(associated to the temporal covariate x3). We assume here that the population
at the fine grid is constant over the time period; thus ef in Eq. (4.4) is considered
as a vector obtained by repeating the fine-scale population fifty three times. The
spatial composition matrix is obtained as is described in Eq. (3.5), whereas the
temporal composition matrix for this case has the following form:
Ct =

1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 37
4
7 1 1 1
5
7
2
7 1 1 1 1
1
7
6
7 1 1 1
3
7
4
7 1 1 1
6
7
1
7 1 1 1 1
2
7
5
7 1 1 1
4
7
3
7 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 27
5
7 1 1 1 1

,
where Sunday is considered as the first day of the week. As opposed to the spatial
composition matrix, matrix Ct has some entries that are fractions, this is because
some months share parts of a specific week (for example, some days of week 14
belong to March and other to April).
Figure 4.5 shows the resulting CLMM Q fever incidence (per 100000 inhabi-
tants) at the desired fine spatial resolution, for six selected weeks. These incidences
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Figure4.4:TherightﬁgureshowsthetemporalevolutionofQfeverincidenceinthree
speciﬁcpoints(A,B,andC),spatialydepictedonthemapattheleft.
areobtainedasinc=100000×exp(Xβ+Zα). Theevolutionoftheincidence
varyacrossmunicipalitiesandweeks,wherehigherincidencesaremostlyobserved
aroundweek19. MostoftheseweeksbelongtothemonthsofApril, May,and
June,whichhavethelargestobservednumberofQfeveroutbreaksin2009(see
Figure4.1). Noticealsothatmostofthehigherincidencesinweek19arespa-
tialyconcentratedaroundtheareathatinvolvespointsAandCinFigure4.5,
whicharelocatedinthemunicipalitiesofLanderdandHeusden,respectively(see
Figure4.2b).Figure4.6showstheapproximatestandarderrormapsassociated
withFigure4.5. Weobservethathighererrorsarelocatedattheboundaryofthe
studyareaandatthebeginningandtheendofthetimeperiod.Thisisbecausewe
havelessinformationintheseparts,andthustheCLMMestimatesareobtained
withlessprecision.
FromthepreviousCLMMestimates,wecanalsovisualizethetemporalevo-
lutionoftheQfeverdiseaseataspeciﬁcspatialcoordinateoftheﬁnegrid.
Figure4.4ashowsthesmoothedtemporalincidence(perweek)atthreerandom
locationsA,B,andC,ofthestudyarea. Weobservethetemporalevolutionof
theincidenceinpointBisconstantandalmostzero,whereas,inpointsAandC,
thetemporalsmoothedincidencepresentaunimodalbehaviour,wherethepeak
isreachedaroundweek19(ofthemonthofMay).Figure4.4bshowsthespatial
trendoftheQfeverincidenceinthisweek.
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Figure 4.5: Smoothed Q fever incidence at a detailed spatio-temporal scale, resulting
from the CLMM approach, for six selected weeks.
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Figure 4.6: Approximate standard error maps associated to the smoothed Q fever inci-
dence maps in Figure 4.5.
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4.5 Simulation study
In this section we perform a simulation study in order to examine the prediction
performance of the spatio-temporal CLMM approach described in Section 4.1.
For that we use a detailed dataset, where the full postal code of the home address
and the date of onset of illness of the patients suffering from acute Q fever in
the Netherlands, 2009, are available. This dataset is publicly restricted due to
confidentiality reasons, and it is only used here to asses how well the CLMM
approach recovers the true latent Q fever incidence, when data are available at a
specific coarse scale.
Using the full postal code of home address of patients, we can determine the
number of cases occurred per week and in each cell of the fine grid depicted in
Figure 4.3a. Thus, using the population on the fine grid depicted in Figure 4.3b
(and assuming that is constant over weeks), we can obtain a smoothed Q fever
incidence surface at this fine spatio-temporal scale using the PGLMM approach,
where the spatial coordinates of the fine grid in Figure 4.3a are used as spatial
covariates, and the number of weeks is used as temporal covariate. This smoothed
incidence surface is considered here as the true latent incidence trend at the fine
resolution. We denote these smoothed incidences as inc(uj), where uj, j = 1, ..., J ,
with J = 4371 × 53 = 258163, represents the spatio-temporal coordinates at fine
resolution. To study the prediction performance of the spatio-temporal CLMM
approach, we artificially aggregate these Q fever incidence estimates by munici-
palities and by several coarse periods of time.
The simulation study was conducted as follows:
1. The fine-scale smoothed incidences described above and the population on
the fine grid depicted in Figure 4.3b (assumed constant over weeks) were
used to calculate the Q fever incidence for each municipality vi, i = 1, ..., 72
(which are depicted in Figure 4.2b), and in different coarse temporal resolu-
tions: 1) fortnights (two weeks); 2) months; and 3) bimesters (two months).
Thus we have three types of spatio-temporal aggregation: g = 1 where data
are summarized over municipalities and fortnights, g = 2 where data are
summarized over municipalities and months, and g = 3 where data are sum-
marized over municipalities and bimesters.
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2.100realizationsofthenumberofcasesrecordedovermunicipalitiesandeach
coarsetemporalresolutionweregeneratedbyrandomdrawingofaPoisson
distributionwhosemeanparameteriscalculatedasthecorrespondingaggre-
gatedincidence(obtainedinthepreviousstep)timesthepopulationrecorded
attheappropriatecoarseresolution.
3.Foreachrealization,weapplythespatio-temporalCLMMapproachusing
thepopulationontheﬁnegrid(repeated53times)asthevectorefofexpo-
suresattheﬁneresolution.
Foral l=1,..,100realizations,thepredictedincidenceinc(l)Pg(uj)obtained
fromthespatio-temporalCLMMapproachofeachtypeofaggregationg,with
g=1,2,3,werecomparedtothesmoothedincidencesinc(uj),j=1,..,J,using
thefolowingcriteria:
•Meanabsoluteerror(MAE):
MAE(l)g =1J
J
j=1
inc(l)Pg(uj)−inc(uj)
•Rootmeansquarederror(RMSE):
RMSE(l)g = 1J
J
j=1
inc(l)Pg(uj)−inc(uj)
2
Figure4.7showstheseresultingerrorsviabox-plotsforthediﬀerenttypes
ofaggregations,andTable4.2givestheaveragesandthestandarddeviationsof
theresultingerrors(foreachcriterion)derivedfromthesimulationstudy.Aswe
couldexpectwehavefoundtheCLMMsestimatesthatwereobtainedfromthe
mostcoarserspatio-temporalaggregation(typeofaggregation3)arelesssimilar
tothetrueincidences.Noticethattheseareoveralresultsandthespatialsupport
remainsthesameinaltypeofaggregations(municipalities).Similarperformances
asinFigure4.7areobtainediftheerrorsareanalysedbyweeks.Since,asfar
asweareaware,nomethodologiesexistsforthesimultaneousdisaggregationof
healthdatainspaceandtime,wecannotcomparethepredictionperformanceof
ourapproachwithothertechniques.
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Figure4.7: Performancecomparisonofthespatio-temporalCLMMapproachunder
threediﬀerenttypesofaggregation(1: municipalitiesandfortnights;2: municipalities
andmonths;3: municipalitiesandbimesters),usingdiﬀerentcriteria: meanabsolute
errors(left)androotmeansquarederrors(right).
Typeof MAE RMSE
aggregation avg std avg std
g=1:fortnights 0.3856 0.0321 1.3413 0.2774
g=2:months 0.3935 0.0276 1.3933 0.2327
g=3:bimesters 0.4142 0.0326 1.4625 0.2469
Table4.2:Performancecomparisonofthespatio-temporalCLMMapproachunderthree
diﬀerenttypesofaggregation(1: municipalitiesandfortnights;2: municipalitiesand
months;3:municipalitiesandbimesters),usingdiﬀerentcriteria:meanabsoluteerrors
(MAE)androotmeansquarederrors(RMSE).Theseerrorsaresummarizedinterms
oftheaverage(avg)andstandarddeviation(std).
4.6 Summaryofthechapter
InthischapterwepresentedandappliedtheCLMMapproachtothedisaggre-
gationofgroupeddatabothinspaceandtime. Themodelalowsustoobtain
detailedtrendsofdiseaseincidence,mortalityrisks,oranyothervitalratesat
adesirableﬁnespatio-temporalresolution.Thus,theresultingCLMMestimates
canbedisplayedasadynamicmap.Alsoitalowustoincludepopulationinfor-
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mation at a fine resolution into the estimation process. Here we illustrated the case
when this fine scale population is available at a fine regular grid. We performed
a simulation study to see the prediction accuracy of the spatio-temporal CLMM
using Q fever data recorded at different temporal resolutions (keeping fixed the
spatial support). As it was expected, our approach was able to properly capture
the underlying trend when the original spatio-temporal resolution is not so coarse.
It is important to acknowledge the use of the SAP algorithm in Section 4.2,
together with the GLAM methods (whose usage was described in Section 4.3), to
avoid storage problems and to speed up computations. However, we are aware
that the disaggregation of grouped data into a very detailed resolution could lead
to storage problems and the increase of the computational burden. The sparsity of
the marginal composition matrices can be exploited here to deal with these issues.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and further work
Summary of contributions of the thesis
Aggregated data frequently appear in areas such as demography, epidemiology,
and public health. For example, it is common to encounter death counts grouped
by five-year age classes, followed by an open-ended age class that contains all of
the elderly starting at age 80 year or more. In a spatial setting, vital rates are
usually collected at a coarse spatial scale formed by irregular geographical units,
like counties, districts, and municipalities. Moreover, these rates can be recorded
over time, making their analysis more challenging.
In general, data aggregation is done to protect the privacy of patients, to facil-
itate compact presentation, or to make it comparable with other coarse datasets.
This aggregation process may, however, hinder the visualization of the underlying
pattern that follow the data. Also, it prohibit the direct analysis of relationships
between aggregated data and potential risk factors, which are commonly measured
at a finer resolution. Therefore, suitable statistical methodologies are needed in
order to estimate the underlying distribution behind aggregated data at a desir-
able fine scale. In a spatial context, for example, the goal might be to obtain
mortality or morbidity estimates, from observed areal data, at a fine spatial grid
or at finer areal unit level. These cases are called the area-to-point (ATP) and
area-to-area (ATA) cases, respectively, which were illustrated in Chapter 1. To
estimate such underlying distribution behind aggregated data, in this thesis we
proposed the use of the composite link mixed model (CLMM) approach, which
generalizes the penalized composite link model (PCLM) of Eilers (2007) into a
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mixed model framework. Our proposal allows to include fine-scale population in-
formation (to analyse rates instead of counts) and complex structures as random
effects as parts of the modelling of the underlying trend.
Chapter 2 is devoted to present the main aspects of the CLMM approach. First,
we briefly reviewed the PCLM of Eilers (2007), which can be seen as a combination
of the composite link model approach of Thompson and Baker (1981) and the P-
spline methodology of Eilers and Marx (1996). Thus, the flexibility of the model
is provided by the use of a B-spline basis as a regression basis, together with
a discrete penalty matrix. Then, the CLMM approach is obtained by following
the mixed model reformulation of P-splines (proposed by Currie and Durba´n,
2002, and Currie et al., 2006), which is based in the use of the singular value
decomposition of the penalty matrix. Once the CLMM was presented, we provided
a model estimation procedure in Section 2.2, where estimates for the fixed and
random effects coefficients of the model were obtained by using the penalized quasi-
likelihood (PQL, Breslow and Clayton, 1993) method, and an optimal smoothing
parameter value by maximizing the approximate REML given in (2.37). Then,
in Section 2.3 the CLMM approach was extended to the multidimensional (array)
setting, where the two and three-dimensional cases were illustrated using datasets
related with mortality and fertility, respectively.
In Chapter 3 we presented a new methodology for spatially aggregated data,
which extends the CLMM approach given in Chapter 2 to the spatial setting. Here,
we provided solutions for the ATA and ATP cases previously discussed, and we
illustrated them by using several datasets that commonly appear in public health.
The spatial CLMM provides a flexible descriptive tool for epidemiological or de-
mographical studies, when the aim is to visualize the spatial distribution of certain
rates at a desirable fine resolution. The CLMM approach filters the existing noise
in raw rates, which is caused by the small number problem, and allows the cre-
ation of more refined mortality or (morbidity) maps by including the distribution
of the exposure variable at fine resolution. The resulting CLMM estimates may
be linked with potential risks factors that are available over the fine resolution,
allowing a posterior correlation analysis between them. Under this framework, we
included individual random effects at the aggregated scale to take into account
the overdispersion problem, commonly occurring in count data. These individual
random effects can be easily included at the fine scale (for graphical representa-
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tion) by means of the Moore-Penrose inverse of the composition matrix. Since the
CLMM is flexible, no assumptions about the covariance structure of the spatial
process should be made (in contrast to kriging methods). The penalty on the co-
efficients accounts for estimating the spatial trend and the amount of smoothing
on each longitude and latitude dimensions. For irregular domains (such as it was
the case of the northern Scottish counties and the presence of discontinuities or
islands), a possible solution in the CLMM approach is the use of special penalties
over complex domains as in Wood et al. (2008), where smoothers are designed to
not smooth across boundary features.
We performed a simulation study to compare the ATP Poisson kriging of
Goovaerts (2006) with our proposal in Chapter 3, using aggregated data measured
over the 92 counties of Indiana and the high-resolution population estimates over
a fine grid. The simulation results showed that our proposal is competitive with
respect to this geostatistical technique. An additional simulation study using the
Scottish lip cancer dataset, where the counties greatly vary in shape and size, is
detailed in Appendix B. Here, while the accuracy of the CLMM model is bet-
ter than the ATP Poisson kriging, further research can be done to improve the
smoothing in irregular domains.
In Chapter 4 we generalized the methodology presented in Chapter 3 to the
disaggregation of grouped data both in space and time. The resulting spatio-
temporal model enables to estimate disease incidence or mortality trends at a fine
spatio-temporal resolution, from health data recorded at coarse geographical units
and time intervals (for example, from counties and months, to a fine spatial grid
and weeks). These estimates, then, can be displayed as a dynamic map, allowing
the detailed visualization of the evolution of incidences and mortality trends over
time. However, the addition of the temporal dimension in our approach leads to
the incrementation of the computational burden (into the model estimation pro-
cedure) and storage problems (when we are dealing with a considerable amount
of data, or when we want to disaggregate data into very detailed resolution).
Thus, in Section 4.3 we provided an alternative procedure for smoothing parame-
ter estimation (into the CLMM framework) based on the SAP algorithm given by
Rodr´ıguez-A´lvarez et al. (2015). In the adapted SAP algorithm, the smoothing
parameters are seen as ratios of variance components and closed-form expressions
are derived for them. In combination with the use of adapted GLAM algorithms
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presented in Section 4.2, we provided an efficient CLMM estimation procedure
under a spatio-temporal context. Moreover, the sparsity of the marginal composi-
tion matrices can be exploited here to speed up computations even more (see, for
example, Bates and Maechler, 2015). Finally, we performed a simulation study to
see the prediction accuracy of the CLMM using Q fever data (which was described
in Section 4.4.1) recorded at different temporal resolutions (keeping fixed the spa-
tial support). As it was expected, our approach is able to properly capture the
underlying trend when the original spatio-temporal resolution is not so coarse.
Further research
In this thesis we showed the usefulness of the composite link mixed model approach
for the estimation of latent trends, from spatially or spatio-temporally aggregated
health data. Thus, our approach provides a solution for the indirect observation
(or inverse) problem in statistical modelling, in the two and three-dimensional
settings. In some cases, however, solutions for the inverse problem to the four-
dimensional case are needed. For example, consider mortality data recorded over
coarse units and age classes (with different lengths) over time. In this case, a
researcher would be interested in to analyse the evolution of the mortality risk on
a detailed spatio-temporal scale for each single year old. The composite link mixed
model approach can be generalized in order to deal with these complex situations.
In Section 3.2 we presented a methodology to deal with the problem of overdis-
persion within the (Poisson) composite link mixed model context, where individual
random effects have been included at the aggregated scale. Another alternative
to deal with that problem would be to develop the composite link mixed model
approach under the Negative Binomial framework. The Negative Binomial distri-
bution enables a more flexible modelling of the variance than the Poisson distribu-
tion, which can be derived through a Poisson-Gamma mixture (see, for example,
Cameron and Trivedi, 1998)
In the area-to-point case, the prediction performance of the composite link
mixed model approach for spatially aggregated data was compared with the area-
to-point Poisson kriging of Goovaerts (2006). The simulation results showed that
our approach is competitive with respect to this geostatistical technique, when the
geographical units are similar in shape and size or not. However, further compar-
isons have to be done, specially with respect to hierarchical Bayesian techniques.
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Recently, Taylor et al. (2015) developed an package called , where a contin-
uous log Gaussian Cox process model (Diggle et al., 2013) for areal count data is
incorporated within a Bayesian inferential framework. A future goal, then, is to
compare our approach with this methodology.
In the illustrations and applications presented in this thesis, we do not have
included factor variables such as sex into the analysis. Therefore, it would be of
interest to incorporate the factor variable sex in the proposed methodology, in
order to simultaneously obtain fine-scale mortality (or morbidity) estimates for
each sex. This implies an increment of the number of smoothing parameters to
be estimated (if we assume different amounts of smoothness for each sex). The
adapted SAP algorithm presented in Chapter 4 will be play a useful role for the
smoothing parameter estimation in those cases, specially when we are working
with spatially aggregated health data.
In most of the spatio-temporal modelling methodologies existing in the lit-
erature, the boundaries of the geographical units are assumed fixed along time.
However, this assumption is not always accomplished. For example, when data are
collected by postcode, it is common practice to aggregate or disaggregate postcodes
over the years depending on the change in population or the urban development;
therefore, the geographical units that summarize the data change and in many
cases overlap. This issue is known in the literature as the temporal misalignment
problem, where some works were proposed to solve it (see, for example, Zhu et al.,
2000; Zhu and Carlin, 2000; Hund et al., 2012). As future work we plan to extend
the composite link mixed model approach in order to handle this problem, where
the marginal composition matrices will play an important role.
From the formulation of the composite link mixed model given in Eq. (2.25),
the sum of the latent expectations γ is equal to the sum of the aggregated counts
y. However, the sum of the corresponding latent expectations of each group is not
the same as the aggregated count. A solution would be to impose restrictions into
the composite link mixed model formulation by means of Lagrange multipliers.
To use the composite link mixed model approach to estimate latent trends from
grouped data, we have to know the structure of the composition matrix in advance
(which is usually sparse). If its sparse nature is not taken into account (specially in
a multidimensional setting), it would lead to an increase in computational time and
storage problems. In Chapter 4 we presented efficient algorithms to overcome these
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issues under a spatio-temporal context. In order to avoid the explicit construction
of the composition matrix, we plan to explore other alternatives such as an adapted
version of the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977).
This idea was explored under a univariate case (see, for example, Uh and Eilers,
2011), but, as far as we are aware, not in the spatial or spatio-temporal case.
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AppendixA
AppendixtoChapter2
Inthissectionwepresentsomenotationanddeﬁnitionsofarraymethodspro-
posedinCurrieetal.(2006)andEilersetal.(2006),whichwehaveintroducedin
Section2.3.
DeﬁnitionA.1.TherowtensorofamatrixXwithccolumnsisdeﬁnedas:
G(X)=(X⊗1c) (1c⊗X),
where1cdenotesavectorof1’soflengthc,and istheelement-by-element
product.
Thepreviousdeﬁnitioncanbeextendedinthefolowingway.
DeﬁnitionA.2.TherowtensorofthematricesX1andX2,ofdimensionsn×c1
andn×c2,respectively,isdeﬁnedas:
G(X1,X2)=(X1⊗1c2) (1c1⊗X2).
Notethatthepreviousdeﬁnitiondenotesthe‘row-wise’Kroneckerproductof
twomatrices,whichwehaveintroducedinSection3.1.
DeﬁnitionA.3.TheH-transformofthed-dimensionalarrayAofsizec1×c2×
···×cdbythematrixXofdimensionr×c1,denotedasH(X,A),isdeﬁned
asfolows. LetA∗bethematrixofdimensionc1×c2c3···cdthatisobtained
byﬂatteningdimensions2-dofA;formthematrixproductXA∗ofdimension
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r × c2c3 · · · cd; then H(X,A) is the d-dimensional array of size r × c2 × · · · × cd
that is obtained from XA∗ by reinstating dimensions 2-d of A.
If A is a vector, i.e., A = a, then we have that H(X,A) = Xa, whereas if A is
a matrix, H(X,A) = XA. Thus, the H-transform generalizes premultiplication of
vector and matrices by a matrix. The following definition generalizes the transpose
of a matrix.
Definition A.4. The rotation of the d-dimensional array A of size c1×c2×· · ·×cd
is the d-dimensional array R(A) of size c2 × c3 × · · · × cd × c1 that is obtained by
permuting the indices of A.
Combining the last two definitions, we obtain:
Definition A.5. The rotated H-transform of the array A by the matrix X is
given by:
ρ(X,A) = R(H(X,A)).
Appendix B
Appendix to Chapter 3
In this appendix we include an additional simulation study to compare the pre-
diction performance among CLMM, CLMM-P and PK, when the geographical
units vary considerably in shape and size. For that, we use the Scottish lip can-
cer dataset described in Section 3.3.3. Here we use the estimated vector of naive
exposures as the true exposures at fine grid (that is, ef = eˆnaive).
The simulation study was conducted in a similar fashion as in Section 3.3.4,
where the continuous mortality risk surface obtained with the PK approach was
considered here as the true underlying mortality trend (see Figure 3.4f). Thus, for
the resulting 100 realizations, the predicted risks r(l)P (uj) obtained from the three
approaches were compared to the true underlying mortality risk, using the ME,
MAE and RMSE criteria. Figure B.1 shows these resulting errors via box-plots,
in which we observe the CLMM and CLMM-P approaches give better prediction
accuracy than PK, for each criterion. Note that, in this simulation setting, we did
not include any overdispersion, and hence both CLMM and CLMM-P approaches
are very similar. Table B.1 gives the averages and the standard deviations of
the resulting errors (for each criterion) computed from this additional simulation
study.
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FigureB.1: PerformancecomparisonbetweenCLMM-P,CLMMandPKapproaches
usingdiﬀerentcriteria: meanerrors(top-left), meanabsoluteerrors(top-right),and
rootmeansquarederrors(bottom).
Approach ME MAE RMSE
avg std avg std avg std
CLMM-P 0.0040 0.0464 0.1523 0.0232 0.2748 0.0512
CLMM 0.0012 0.0463 0.1493 0.0216 0.2749 0.0505
PK 0.0552 0.0423 0.2041 0.0277 0.3191 0.0460
TableB.1:PerformancecomparisonofCLMM-P,CLMMandPKapproaches,usingdif-
ferentcriteria:meanerrors(ME),meanabsoluteerrors(MAE),androotmeansquared
errors(RMSE).Theseerrorsaresummarizedintermsoftheaverage(avg)andstandard
deviation(std).
AppendixC
AppendixtoChapter4
Inthissectionweprovidetheprooffortheclosed-formexpressionsofthevariance
componentsgiveninEq.(4.6). Weshouldnotethatthefolowingproofissimilar
tothatgiveninRodr´ıguez-´Alvarezetal.(2015),butnowthe‘working’mixed
modelmatricesX˘andZ˘(aswelasrelatedmatriceslikeVandN)appear.Here
theinverseofthecovariancematrixGgivenin(2.53)withλd= 1τ2d (d=1,2,3)isused.
ConsidertheapproximateREMLversionofPattersonandThompson(1971)
(whichisequivalentto(2.37)):
l∗REML=−12log|V|
PartI
−12log|˘XV
−1X˘|
PartII
−12(z−X˘β)V
−1(z−X˘β)
PartIII
, (C.1)
inwhichthedependenceofthematrixofweightsW onτ2d(d=1,2,3)isignored.
ToobtaintheREMLestimatesofthevariancecomponentsτ2d,weﬁrstdiﬀerentiate
eachpartofEq.(C.1)withrespecttothem. Usingthefactthat∂V∂τ2d =Z˘∂G∂τ2dZ˘,withVdeﬁnedinEq.(2.35),weobtain:
PartI:Hereweuseproperty(8.6)giveninHarvile,1997,p.305:
∂log|V|
∂τ2d =trace V
−1∂V
∂τ2d =trace V
−1˘Z∂G∂τ2dZ˘
PartII:Hereweuseproperties(8.6)and(8.18)giveninHarvile,1997,pp.305,
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308:
∂log|˘XV−1X˘|
∂τ2d =trace (˘XV
−1X˘)−1∂(˘XV
−1X˘)
∂τ2d
=−trace(˘XV−1X˘)−1X˘V−1∂V∂τ2dV
−1X˘
=−traceV−1X˘(˘XV−1X˘)−1X˘V−1∂V∂τ2d
=−traceV−1X˘(˘XV−1X˘)−1X˘V−1˘Z∂G∂τ2dZ˘
PartIII:Hereweuseproperty(8.6)giveninHarvile,1997,p.308:
∂(z−X˘β)V−1(z−X˘β)
∂τ2d =−(z−X˘β)V
−1∂V
∂τ2dV
−1(z−X˘β)
=−(z−X˘β)V−1˘Z∂G∂τ2dZ˘V
−1(z−X˘β)
=−b∂G∂τ2db
=−αG−1∂G∂τ2dG
−1α
AddingthederivativesobtainedfromPartIandPartII,weobtain:
∂log|V|
∂τ2d +
∂log|˘XV−1X˘|
∂τ2d =trace (V
−1−V−1X˘(˘XV−1X˘)−1X˘V−1)˘Z∂G∂τ2dZ˘
=trace NZ˘∂G∂τ2dZ˘
=trace Z˘NZ˘∂G∂τ2d ,
Itfolowsthat:
∂l∗REML
∂τ2d =−
1
2traceZ˘NZ˘
∂G
∂τ2d +
1
2αG
−1∂G
∂τ2dG
−1α, (C.2)
where: ∂G
∂τ2d=−G
∂G−1
∂τ2d G=−G −
1
τ4dΛd G=
1
τ4dGΛdG, (C.3)
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ford=1,2,3.
ByreplacingEq.(C.3)inEq.(C.2),weobtain:
∂l∗REML
∂τ2d =−
1
2τ2dtraceZ˘NZ˘G
Λd
τ2dG +
1
2τ4dαΛdα.
Therefore,theREMLestimatesofthevariancecomponentsτ2darefoundbyequat-
ingtheexpressionabovebyzero.Theseestimatesaregivenby:
τˆ2d= αΛdαtraceZ˘NZ˘GΛdτ2dG
,ford=1,2,3.
Noticethatifweaddthedenominatorsofthepreviousexpressions,weobtain:
3
d=1
traceZ˘NZ˘GΛdτ2dG =trace
3
d=1
Z˘NZ˘GΛdτ2dG
=trace Z˘NZ˘G
=trace Z˘G˘ZN ,
whereZ˘G˘ZNisthehatmatrix(HastieandTibshirani,1990)oftheunpenalized
(orrandom)partoftheﬁttedCLMM(seeEq.(2.33)).
